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Abstract 

In recent years， rnobile tower yarders have been extensively used on steep slope and difficult teua泊

forests in Japan. Large size rnobile tower yarders with rnaxirnurn skidding distance of 400 -600 rn have 

been extensively occupied and are expected to b巴 rnorewidely used in the near future. On the other 

hand， because of low cost， short tirne setting up and withdrawal of the cable systern， srnall size tower 

yarders have been widely used in srnall scal巴 privateforests. The process of deterrnining the rnost 

profitable yarding systern depends on the size of the rnachince， condition of teuain and rnethod of setting 

up the cable systern. There is a lack of clear infounation relating to the efficiency decision rnethod for 

choosing optirnal rnachine size and its layout logging rnethod. Thus this thesis was carried out for that 

purpose. The rnain obj巴ctivein this thesis is to create the optirnal planning rnethod for varying size tower 

yarders by fmding out the optirnurn size of the tower yarder， its optirnurn length of cabl巴spanas well as 

the optirnurn lateral skidding distance which is suitable to the cutting area conditions. 

It is clear that by using a large size tower yarder， with a long cable increases the cost in rnanuallabor 

and equiprnent， thus it is usually yard the largest possibl巴 loggingar巴awith one setting up of the systern. 

Using a short cable rnobile tower yarder reduces those s巴ttingcosts， but increases the cost of construction 

of strip roads which are necessary for rnoving the rnachine around the ar巴a.There are rnany factors and 

pararneters effecting the results of the optirnallayout. In order to obtain the study purpose， 7 studies were 

carried out in following rnarmer: 

1)“'Ana1ysis of yarding work elements of mobile tower yarders" investigated the fundarnentals 

and behavior of yarding operation using rnobile tower yarders.τ'he study was done by perfouning tirne 

study of yarding using various size tower yarders then analyzed for fixed tirne and functional tirne work 

elernents. Tirne distribution rnodel of all functional tirn巴 workelernents and total tirne were drawn up in 

order to transfoun to fuzzy sets. 

2)“The ability of carriage developed for a mobile tower yarder: A comparison of the 

hauling force and wa1king time for choking" was carried to fmd out a rnethod of irnprovern巴ntthe 

logging production by using the autornatically line pulling out carriage. 

1~70 
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3)“'An analysis of dynamic par.且metersin running skyline cable logging systems operated 

by a ]apanese mobile tower ym喰 'r"was conducted to find out the accuracy parameters effecting the 

work safety and work efficiency of logging operation which is be useful as basic data in calculation of the 

simulation program. This was to find out the force lost during the yarding process that is occurred in the 

cable system. 

4)“Construction of a performance analysis program for a ]apanese mobile tower yarder: 

case study of the Thai teak plantation" was performed to check whether a Japanese mobile tower 

yarder could produce a b巴nefitto Thai teak plantation or not by using a simulation programming method. 

5)“'Application ofthe fuzzy logic in logging operations" 

was to explain the uses of fuzzy logic to construct models from various input variables場

6め)

fundamental data of t出h巴 previous studies for the f口m鴎凶alpuぽrpos巴. Using fuzzy logic determined for the 

production cost in accordance with the input variables (carriage tr加 sportdistance and lat巴ralskidding 

distance) and displayed the result by mean of the production graph. 

7)“The optimal size of mobile tower yarders" was performed the theoretical computation for 

choosing the tower yard巴rin varying sizes from small to larg巴 sizefor the suitable power to use in 

differ巴ntslope gradients. 

The result of the thesis was obtained in two categories: 1) when the cutting area located nearby a 

forest road and 2) when the cutting area located far from the forest road. In the first case， it was found 

that the small size tow巴ryarder results the highest benefit when th巴 cablelayout is set at the 50 m long 

cable span and 40 m long of cable interval. In the second case， th巴 smallsizes tower yard巴rproduce 

mor巴economicalthan the large size when the logging site is located nearby a forest road at the distance 

which is shorter than 100 m. It was also found that small size tower yarders are suitable ωthe mild slope 

terrain with short transport distance where road construction cost is cheaper than setting the long cable of 

large expensive machine. On the other hand， large size tower y訂 derare useful when operating on the high 

difficult terrain where using of the long cable span is more economical than building of the exp巴nsiveroad 

on that area. It becom巴cleaJ・ thatenlargem巴ntof mobile tower yarders can not result more benefit in all 

cases of logging system， planning of the optirnal system should， however， be more concemed. 

Chapter 1 General introduction 

1.1 Study purpose 

with a maxirnum skidding distance of 400欄 600m. Using a 

large size tower yarder， both setting up and withdrawal 

requires long time. That makes it to yard the largest possible 

logging area with the same setting up in order to distribute 

the setting up and withdrawal cost on a larger volume of 

yarded timber. On the other hand， cable yarding with a 

small size tower yarder can b巴carriedout on narrow cutting 

strips perpendicular to the strip road. Because of the short 

time of setting up and withdrawal， the cable crane is 

Recently， logging with mobile tower yarders has been 

more extensively used and is expected to be more widely 

used in the ne紅色lturein forests with slopes and complex 

闘 rainin Japan. The number of machines has b巴enrapidly 

increased with various sizes: a small size with a maxirnum 

skidding distance of 10ふ200m， a medium size with a 

maxirnum skidding distance of 200-400 m and a large size 
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in this thesis. These can be summariz巴das follows. occasionally moved sideways along the logging area. 

1) Analysis of yarding work elements by mobiles It is known that plarming of cable layout plays a very 

tower yarders important role in logging op巴rationusing mobile tower 

2) The ability of carriage developed for a mobile yarders. Good planning not onIy results in more safety， but 

tower yarder: A comparison of the hauling force and also result in more productive to the logging operation. 

walking time for choking The main purpose of this thesis is to create the optimal 

3) An analysis of dynamic parameters in running planning method for cable yarding using mobile tower 

skyline cabl巴 loggingsystems operated by a Japanese yarders. This means determining for the optimal yarding 

mobile tower yarder area for each machine size by fmding out what the optimum 

4) Construction of a performance analysis program for length of cable span is as well as the optimum lateral 

a Japanese mobile tower yarder: Case study of a skidding distance. As illustrated in Fig. 1 the optimum size 

Thai teak plantation of a logging area for yarding depends on the cost of the 

5) Application of the fuzzy logic in logging operations machin巴， labor costs， productivity of the system， the 

6) Construction of profitable logging system for efficiency during setting up and the volum巴tobe logged p巴r

mobile tower yarders With large size tower yard巴1"s，longha. of the logging area. 

7) The optimal size of mobile tower yarders. cable increases the cost of manual labor and equipment for 

setting up the system. The use of short cable mobile tower 

1.2 Scope of study yarder can reduce those costs， but the strip road cost for 

τ'here are many factors and parameters influencing the Finding moving the machine around the area is required. 

results of the optimal planning for the yarding using tower the suitable combination of the cable length and width of 

yarders. This th巴sisinvestigated all of those variables in yarding area is the purpose of this study 

The thesis order to com巴upwith a solution to the purpose. As previously mentioned， the result of planning for the 

“Analysis of yarding work begins with the study of optimal yarding area d巴pendson the cost of machine， labor 

elements of mobile tower yarders" (Chapter 2)， in costs， productivity of the system， the efficiency during 

order to investigate the fundamentals and behavior of Thus setting up and the volume to be logged per ha. 

yarding processes using mobile tower yarders. Time study several the studies for the optimum layout were carried out 
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of work elements in yarding operation by three different 

sizes of tower yarders were conducted， analyzed and 

classified for the fixed time and functional time work 

elem巴ntsas well as to identify some factors that influenced 

the time consumption in each functional work element. 

Some regression relation equations between the factors and 

their effected element times w巴reestablished for using in 

the predicting of time consumption. This study created the 

useful fundamental data for furth巴ranalysis of optimum 

method and also made the clear understanding of the work 

process of logging using the mobile tower yarders. 

Improvement of the yarding production could be done 

by increasing the amount volume per load and/or reducing 

tim巴inone cycle of yarding. Occupying the carriage with 

a self-line rigging out ability is one way to reduce tim巴sp巴nt

in the work element of mainline pulling out. As pointed out 

in chapter 2， the mainline pulling process is one of the four 

work elements consumed the highest portion of time in one 

cycl巴 Reducingthis time would reduce the total cycle 

time and increase the whole productivity. The study of 

“The ability of carriage developed for a mobile 

tower yarder: A comparison of the hauling force 

and walking time for choking" (Chapter 3) was 

carried out to investigat巴howmuch time was reduced in the 

mainline pulling out process when comparing a newly 

d巴velopedcarriage with the traditional carriage. Three 

different cable setting systems: 1) a running skyline 2) a 

fixed skyline with the traditional carriage and 3) a fixed 

skyline with th巴newlydeveloped carriage were set up for 

comparing the tension force and the r巴quiredt泊lein the line 

pulling out process. 

Cable logging using mobile tow巴ryarders， work 

safety should be preliminary concemed.τ'he safety of factor 

of all cable specification must be well planed for setting up 

of each c且blecrane. For this aim， the study of “An 

analysis of dynamic parameters in running skyline 

cable logging systems operated by a ]apanese 

mobile tower yarder" (Chapter 4) was conducted to 

fmd out the邑ccuracyparameters effecting the work safety 

and work efficiency during the cable logging operation.τms 

will be benefited to the simulation program and optimal 

logging method of this thesis. This study analyzed the 

cable yarding with a running skyline system that is usually 

used by a small and medium-sized tower yarder by 

measuring several sets of cable tensions and some 

parameters. Th巴resultswere then calculated as the total 

loss of work efficiency from those sets of data. Knowing of 

this value， the corrected tension in cable lines could b巴

easily calculated for the efficiency work. 

As an interest of introducing cable logging using 

mobile tower yarders to Thai man made plantations on the 

mountainous ar巴as，a simulated ya釘rdi加ngprogram was then 

created in the study 0ぱf

analysis progr一丘剖m刀] for a ]apanese mobile tower 

yarder: C丘sestudy of a Thai teak plantation" 

(Chapter 5)ト Thepurpos巴 wasto find out whether a 

Japanese mobile tower yarder can produce more benefit to 

Thai teak plantation than does the Thai traditional harvesting 

method or not. A small size tower yarder， RME-200T， was 

selected as a yarding machine in the simulation. In the 

study， all theoretical formulas involved in cable logging 

wer巴computedbase on the stand characteristics and terrain 

conditions of Thai teak plantation together with the yru・ding

variables selected from the work study of yarding perfoロned

in Japan， as discussed in Chapt巴r2. The result was shown 

as the comparison of the production costs of th巴 two

systems， the Thai traditional method and the tower yarder 

method. 

Not only the improvement of equipment increases 

yarding productivity‘as explained in Chapter 3， suitable 

planning of cable crane layout is th巴 anotherway and the 

b巴stway to optimize production， since planning m巴thod

means the way for using the highest efficiency of the 

machines. As the results of Chapter 2， lateral skidding 

distance and carriage transport distance influenced four 

main functional time work elements of which time 

summation spent up to 60% of the total cycle time. Finding 

out for the optimum length of cable span as well as the 

optimum lateral skidding distance could reduce those time. 

This thesis used fuzzy logic to analyze those results. 

Chapter 6，“Application of fuzzy logic in logging 

operation" explained the uses of fuzzy logic to construct 
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the production model from various input variables. This was 

done by creating input fuzzy set that transformed from time 

frequ巴ncydistribution of the functional time work element 

in A-B Flex fuzzy software. A main procedure created in 

Excel Visual Basic sent all parameters to their 

corresponding fuzzy s巴ts，and then received the results from 

defuzification via DDE capability. The results from all 

defuzzification were then computed for the productivity in 

the main program. The main study of applying this 

knowledge was carried in Chapter 7， the study of 

“Construction of profitable logging system for 

mobile tower yarders" . In this study， two syst巴msof 

yarding method using tower yarders: the moveable cable 

span syst巴mwith short cable occasionally set inside the 

cutting area and the fixed cable span system with long cable 

covering a large logging area were investigated and 

perform巴dthe time study. In the frrst method， strip road at 

suitable density is required in order to move the tower 

Y丘rderaround the area， while in the second one the longer 

cable span is required instead. To compare which method 

is more economical， production costs (road construction 

cost， skidding cost and walking cost) were calculated. Two 

models of thinning area:回紅 aforest road and far from a 

forest road， were used to compare and find out the optimal 

layout 

The thesis was end巴dwith the study of “The 

optimal size of mobile tower yarders" ， in order to 

fulfill the completeness optirnization.τ'he results from the 

previous chapter were obtained from two machines sizes 

(small and large). This study performed the theoretical 

computation for choosing the tower yarder in varying sizes 

from small to large sizes with the suitable power for use in 

different slope gradients. Using database of mobile tower 

yarder， some regression relation equations between power 

(hp) and other factors that effect productivity and 

production cost were created. Then the production costs 

were estimated according to the size of tower yarder based 

on the basis of Mathew's production cost formula Kt = Kr十

Ks十Kw(Kobayashi and Nitami 1992 ). 

1.3 Literature review 

1.3.1 Some technical terms in logging using mobile 

tower yarders 

Since there are many technical words involved in the 

yarding operation using mobile tower yarders.つrhe

terminology is sometime differ巴ntfrom each other 

depending on the locations and authors. To prevent 

misunderstanding， some technical terms used in this thesis 

are described as the follows. 

Cable logging ο) is the process of using a cable 

crane to collect the timber from the logging area and 

transport the load to the landing usually near a truck road or 

a forward巴rroad. This is power巴dby a Yarder (2) which 

means a machine that is stationary and transfer power to the 

logs by means of one or several wir巴ropes. The process of 

moving th巴 logsto the machine or landing while the 

machine is stationary is called yarding. (3) The 

stationary machine that consists of winch， block， tower and 

yarding accessory etc. mount巴don a self propell巴dor

moveable vehicle is called a mobile tower yarder (4) 

(Samset， 1985) 

During the yarding the skyline may carry the load 

clear off the ground (aerial transport). This is called cable 

transport(5). In oth巴rcases the skyline lifts only the front 

end of the load clear of the terrain while the other end rests 

on the ground (highlead skidding). Sometimes the entir巴

load rests on th巴groundduring skidding (ground skidding). 

百lIstype of yarding is called cable skiddingイ'6).

The cable length (刀isthe total length from the釘ailspar 

to the head spar (tower yarder). The lateral skidding 
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distance (8) is the distance from the place wh巴rethe 

chokers are set on the logs to the skylin巴 road.The 

transport distance (9) is the distance along the skyline 

from the logging area to the landing 

Logging using mobile tower yarder can be divided into 2 

classes according to the payload analysis: live skylines and 

running skylines (B泊kley，1978). 

A live skyline οo入animproved system of fixed 

skyline， can be rais巴dor lowered during the yarding cycle to 

facilitate yarding. One end of the skyline is attached to an 

anchor (iふ， a stump) and the other end is wound on a 

winch. The length of the skyline can b巴variedduring the 

yarding cycle. 

A running skyline (J 1) is a system of two or more 

suspended-moving lines， generally referred to as the main 

and haulback， which willlift and travel to the carriage when 

properly tensioned. 

If considered in the logging method， a cable system 

could be classified into two main categories: the fixed 

cable span system (J2) and the movable cable span 

system (J3) (Tasaka， 1997). The frrst system is usually set 

with the large size tower yarder with a long cabl巴spanover 

the large area that covers all the harvest巴dlogs. The 

second system always applied with small and medium size 

tower yarders using short cable spans occasionally set on a 

strip road inside the logging ar巴a.

Transport network in logging using mobile tower 

yarders consists of forest road， strip road and landing. 

(Kobayashi 1994) The forest road (14) links the forest 
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area through a n巴tworkfor long distance transport. The 

strip roads (JS) branch out from the forest roads and run 

mainly parallel to the contour line in the terrain. Landings 

(J 6) are places along the strip roads suitable for a mobile 

toweryaτder station， a processor and a loading machine etc. 

The mobile tower yarder moves the logs or stems 

along the cable corridor on a carriage hanging on the 

skyline臼刀'.The transport direction from the logging area 

towards the landing is the inhaul direction (J8).割lewire 

rope pulling logs to inhaul is called mainline or haul line 

(J 9). The opposite direction when returning the empty 

carriage from the landing to th巴loggingarea is the haul-

back direction or the outhaul direction α0). This is done 

by the pull of haulback line (21). 

Since the aim of the cable yarding is to collect the timbers 

from the logging area and to transport them to a landing， 

each load is a result of several work el巴ments.These follow 

after each other in a continuous transport sequ巴ncewhich 

can be called the work cyc1e.(22) The standard work 

elements in one work cycle of cable yarding using tower 

yard巴rsis divided as shown in the following list. 

a) Empty carriage returning 

b) Haulline lowering 

c) Haul line pulling out to the logs 

d) Chokers hooking 

e) Moving into safety place 

f) Lateral skidding 

g) Loaded carriage transport 

h) Load lowering at the landing 

Mainline 

Fig. 1.3 Typical wire rope components of c昌，blelogging using mobile tower yarders 
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i) Chokers unhooking 

j) Haulline retuming to the carriage 

The process in one work cycle can be explained in detail 

as follows. The process starts from the empty carriage 

being pulled from the landing to the logging area at 

max切mmspeed (a). When it叙Tivesat the logging area the 

hook attached at the end of haul line is lowered (by gravity 

or by machine) to the terrain (b). The choker setter (23) 

(worker who works in the forest to pull the haul line and 

hook the chokers) pulls the haul line laterally towards the 

timber (c). This is heavy work if the carriage has no rigging 

out function. When the choker is connected to the 

hook(d)， the choker setter walks to a safe place and sends 

the signal (e)， then the yarder operatorα4) ground skids 

the load toward the skyline road (f). When the hook reaches 

the carriage， the load巴dcarriage transport starts (g). As soon 

as the carriage reaches the landing， the load is lowered to 

the ground (h) and the chaser (25) (the person who works 

at the landing to unload the logs) at the landing unhooks the 

choker (i). In many cases the chaser is the same person as 

the yarder operator， the chaser has to return back to the 

tower yard巴rand winch the haulline back to the carriage (j). 

Then the return trip to logging area starts. 

1 .3.2 The optimal planning for yarding using mobile 

tower yarders 

The optimal planning of cable crane is performed in 

order to frnd out a suitabl巴 layouti.e. how long transport 

distance and lateral skidding distance， result in the 

minimal production cost in yarding operation. Or in 

another words， th巴optimumplanning of cable layout means 

how long the optimal transport distance and the optimal 

lat巴ralskidding distance of the cable should be set. Using a 

large tower yarder， setting up and withdrawal time is long， 

thus the cable span should cover as large an area as possible 

in order to reduce setting cost with a large number of logs. 

However， with the layout covered a large area， productivity 

will be decreased. Furthermore， setting up and withdrawal 

time will be increased， as well as walking cost will also be 

increased.τ1us means production cost is increased. 

Using a small size tower yarder， cable crane is usually 

set as a moveable cable span system. Using山ismethod， the 

optimum strip road density is required in order to move the 

machine around the logging area. When the cable span and 

lateral skidding distance are long， the productivity is 

d巴creased，but the number of setting up and withdrawal will 

be reduced， that means total setting up time is decreased 

while the road cost is decreased. On the other hand， if the 

cable span and lateral skidding distance are short， the 

productivity is increased， but the total amount of time of 

setting up and withdrawal is increased. The road 

construction cost and walking cost increase according to the 

required optimum road density. 

百1巴opt也mmdistance in both cases is desired and has 

been calculated in many studies such as in the study “The 

optimal spacing of cable lines" (Kobayashi，1992). In 

that study， the opt泊lalspacing of cable lines is investigated 

from the mathematical analysis of the yarding total time 

model. This technique was also applied by P乱rk(1994) who 

studied “Thinning operation systems with a mobiJe 

tower yarder" . In both case， the optimum spacing means 

how far between each cable crane results in the maximum 

productivity. In this thesis， the main purpose of planning 

the layout find out not only the maximum productivity but 

also the minimum production cost. Based on the Mathew's 

theory that total cost of yarding depends on the road cost， 

skidding cost and walking cost (Kt=Kr十Ks+Kw)，optimal

layout of the cable crane and road was determined 

As mentioned previously， the results of optimal planning 

depend on many factors. Instead of using complex 

mathematical process巴sfor solving the results， this thesis 

used fuzzy logic theory. Fuzzy control， which is 

sometimes called expert system， is widely used in a very 

broad range of application for determining uncertain data. 

It was initiated in the USA by Dr. Lotfi Zadeh， but the rapid 

growth of this technology was started in Japan. FILL 

fuzzy logic laboratory (1996) and Rockwell Automation 

(1999) stated the same idea that fuzzy control is the expert 

knowledge used instead of differential equations to handle 

an uncertain information system. Tasaka (1992) applied 

the fuzzy logic to create a standard model for evaluating the 

productivity of mini-forwarder in his study “Optimal 

planning method of mechanization in mini-
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forwarder systems" . lt was proved that the complicat巴d

and non-linear forest works can be solved by this knowledge 

instead of initiating complex mathematics mod巴ls.

Chapter 2 

Analysis of yarding work elements 

of mobile tower yarders 

2.1 Introduction 

A time study is an excellent fundamental technique 

used in several engineering types of work in order to 

sci巴ntificallymeasure time， establish accurate job content， 

improve methods and reduce costs. The purpose of time 

study is to standardiz巴 methodof work and the 

corresponding time of doing the job. (British Standard 

lnstitution， 1969). When time study was first applied to 

forest operations， between 1920.白.1950，there was a 

tremendous improvement of working methods and an 

astonishing reduction of time requirement. All optimal 

methods were usually establish巴dby means of measurement， 

analysis of data and then predicting time consumption. 

Ther巴fore，the better the prediction of time consumption in 

logging， the better the performance of forest work. In order 

to optimize the work system， loggers have to foresee work 

time study as precisely as possible. 

2.2 Outlines of study area 

τ'he data used in this study was collected from the 

annual logging operation at the training forest of 

Utsunomiya university in Tochigi prefecture for a small size 

tower yarder and at the national forest in Kyushu aτ巴afor a 

medium and large size tower yarder. The details of the study 

紅巳aswere summarized as shown in Table 2.1 

2.3 Materials and methods 

This study analyzed the p巴rformanceof a cable 

logging with three sizes of mobile tower yarders， as 

described in Table 2.2， in order to understand and classify 

the characteristics of work elements. The aim was to 

distinguish the functional time work elements (the work 

element of which tim巴variesto some factors) and the fIxed 

time work elements (the work el巴mentof which time does 

vary to any factors)， and also all factors causing the 

functional time work elements. A time study was done by 

measuring the time spent by each work elements in logging 

operation by a stopwatch. The details and degrees of work 

Table 2.1 Outline of study area 

Location 

Area (ha) 
Slope 
Species 
Average age (yr) 
No. of stand p釘 ha

Study area 1 Study 2 
Training forest ofUtsunomiya Nationalおrest，K yushu 
University， Tochigi prefecture 

0.24 
100 

Japanese cypress (hinoki) 

1.38 

200 

Japanese cypress (hinoki) 
40 
720 

Ave. volume per tree (m3/tree) 
Harvesting method 

60 
2827 
0.43 

Clear cutting 
0.15 

Thinning 

Table 2.2 Specifications oftower yarders 

Name Ryoshin Iwaft】U' Kobelco 

Model M在E-200T TY-U3 KTY 600 

Weight 4200 kg 5600 kg 16800 kg 

Power 60 hp 60hp 85 hp 

Tower height 8m 8m 10m 

M出 sp釦 length 200m 250m 600m 

Pull capaci1y 1500 kg 1500 kg 2000 kg 

Cable size: Skyline の12血血x250m ②18mmx250m ②181班nx 600 m 

Mainline の9mmx250m の9mm x 250m ②101llinx 700m 

Hawback line 09 mm x 450m 09耳nnx 500m の10lllill x 1200 m 
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separated into sub-work elements are important and 

depended on the final requirement. 1n practice， work 

elements should be measured in as much detail as possible. 

1n logging with a mobile tower yarder， the whole 

process may be divid巴dinto 5 main phases， namely tower 

yarder setting (1)， work preparation (2)， skidding op巴ration

(3)， tower yarder withdrawal (4) and selecting and moving 

to the new setting place (5). Among these， the skidding 

operation phas巴 isthe main phase which can be separated 

into 10 to 13 sub-work elements depending on a tower 

yarder size and logging method， as shown in Fig. 2.1. 

2.4 Results and discussion 

The results of time study were obtained by measuring 

time spent by all work elements in work cycles which are 

divided as shown in the list of Fig. 2.1. The work element 

data of all machines were recorded and shown in the steps 

of one cycle process as shown in Table 2.3， 2.4， 2.5 and all 

ar巴summarizedas shown in Table 2.6. 

2.4.1 Functional time work element 

Obviously from the result of time study with all 

machine sizes， the highest time佃 consum巴dwork element is 

the haul line pulling out and lat巴ralskidding process巴s. 1n 

both work elements time occupied about 30% of the whole 

cycle time (Fig. 2.2， 2.3， 2.4). The haullin巴pullingstarted 

from the position under the cable crane toward the harvested 

logs that had already been set with a choker. And the 

lateral skidding began after the haul line was hooked to 

the choker and continu巴dskidding until to th巴 position

und巴rthe cable crane.τ'his lateral yarding time includ巴da

delay which seldom occurs during the operation， but did not 

include some unexpected long s time of the delay. 

く全
Fig. 2.1 Flowchart ofwork elements ofyarding using a tower yarder 

Apart from th巴haulline pulling out and the lateral 

yarding processes as mentioned above， the n巴xthighest 

percentages泊 time-consumedwork element were the empty 

carriage returning and loaded carriage transport. The 

combination of both operating time took about 25% of the 

whole cycle time. 

Table 2.6 Summary of yarding results obtained from the three sizes tower yarders 

Item R1在日OOT(small) TY-U3 (medium) 即日00(large) 
Total time (sec) 265(325*) 159(274*) 340 

Number of cyc1es (cycJe) 28 52 81 
Lateral skidding distance (m) 3.52/0.5-8 2.33/0-10 12/0-39 
Transport distance (m) 69.46/55-86 25.311-50 56.3112-95 
Number of stands (柱ees) 35 74 192 
Total volume (m3) 16.1 7.9 12.45 
Average volume/turn (m3

) 0.58 。司1523 0.1630 
Average weight/turn (kg) 145.91 154.81 
Productivity (m3/marトday) 21.87(17.83*) 17.88(10.38*) 13.18 

Note: * include construction and removal time of cable crane 
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Work element time of yarding by RME-200T 

No. Empty Haulline Chok巴r Lateral Skidding Walkto Unload walk to safety Cabl巴 Total Lateral Transport Safety Numb巴rof Volumeper 

carnag巴 pulling out hooking & Load carriage unload nsmg up yarding distanc巴 distance logs per turn 
r巴turning transport distance turn 
(Seの {雪空金 (Sec) (Seの (Sec) (Sec) (S巴の (Seの (S巴の (m) (m) (m) (m) (m3) 

1 45 33 15 82 19 29 13 8 244 2 55 2 1 0.46 

2 62 19 12 108 8 22 14 B 253 4 57 3 1 0.46 

20 72 11 17 7 195 3 44 11 13 5 56 4 1 0.46 

4 42 18 11 81 14 14 15 7 202 0.5 60 6 1 

5 44 10 20 86 15 21 14 7 217 1 65 3 0.46 

6 52 35 11 95 12 26 16 9 256 2 68 4 3 1.38 

7 70 21 8 110 15 30 17 9 280 3 66 4 l 0.46 

8 60 32 13 101 11 22 13 8 260 1 63 4 1 0.46 

9 55 21 14 74 10 20 13 7 214 1.5 66 7 1 0.46 

10 52 14 11 95 8 18 10 7 215 3 65 7 I 0.46 

11 48 19 35 99 8 14 12 8 243 1.5 56 7 1 0.46 

12 68 15 18 105 14 28 19 10 277 2 68 4 1 

~3 54 13 16 94 13 25 15 8 238 5 59 2 3 1.38 

14 70 19 13 96 10 16 17 7 248 4 66 5 1 0.46 

15 53 23 18 168 7 46 15 8 338 5 65 6 1 0.46 

16 70 15 17 203 10 18 16 9 358 0.5 63 4 I 0.46 

17 41 10 17 82 8 21 15 7 201 1.5 68 4 2 0.92 

18 61 51 10 83 9 26 15 8 263 4 78 4 1 0.46 

19 61 20 8 85 10 24 17 7 232 1 82 4 1 0.46 

20 56 44 25 124 8 17 10 7 291 5 78 5 1 0.46 

21 61 112 14 139 9 21 11 9 376 4 76 2 1 0.46 

22 62 22 27 141 14 21 40 9 336 4 78 5 1 0.46 

23 62 28 8 114 7 10 10 7 246 6 86 5 2 0.92 

24 54 39 42 109 8 23 11 10 296 6 84 4 1 0.46 

25 61 67 30 117 12 28 25 8 348 8 85 2 2 0.92 

26 47 31 15 90 10 22 14 8 237 5 72 6 1 0.46 

27 66 40 23 111 7 13 10 11 281 6 78 6 l 0.46 

28 54 38 19 118 6 28 12 10 285 7 82 5 1 0.46 

Total 1575 829 481 2982 293 620 422 228 7430 98.50 1945 124 35.00 16.10 

Av巴rage 56.25 29.61 17.18 106.50 10.46 22.14 15.07 8.14 265.36 3.52 69.46 4.43 1.25 0.58 
Percent 21.20 11.16 6.47 40.13 3.94 8.34 5.68 3.07 100.00 

Table 2.3 



Table 2.4 W ork element time of yarding by TY -U3 

No Empty main line Choker Lateral Loaded load Walking Unloadin~ Wall引ng Cable Waiting Oelay Total Lateral Safety Transporl Number Volume Weight 
carriage pulling setting yarding carriage lowing for to nSlng yarding distance distance of logs per turn per turn 
returnlng out transpo比 unloading safety up distance per turn 

sec. sec sec. sec sec sec. sec sec sec. sec. sec. sec sec. (m) (m) (m) (log) (m3) (kg) 

20 15 3 8 10 4 15 3 19 97 。 22 5 2 0.1068 101.47 

2 20 30 3 。 25 3 7 3 64 5 160 。 2 10 2 0.0890 84.56 
3 。 20 5 14 25 14 9 2 13 18 13 133 。 2 15 2 0.2034 193.20 

4 。 26 5 17 22 19 8 5 7 109 8 3 3 0.1257 119.38 

5 23 26 7 19 13 5 6 7 14 120 4 3 。 0.0377 35.81 

8 19 27 5 7 38 15 7 5 10 8 141 。 2 25 2 0.1608 152.81 

7 22 17 6 5 45 49 6 3 12 7 60 232 。 3 23 2 0.0612 58.10 

8 39 25 5 10 38 11 '5 7 6 8 6 84 244 。 3 30 0.1018 96.70 

9 35 25 8 7 39 12 6 16 9 B 12 177 2 2 40 2 0.1531 145.45 

10 32 6 4 5 31 9 7 8 8 8 35 153 0.5 2 42 0.1018 96.70 

11 30 32 8 8 42 10 7 86 15 13 251 3 46 2 0.0647 61.48 

12 32 32 5 14 41 12 6 13 8 7 170 3 2 48 0.1521 144.45 

13 31 19 4 11 39 11 5 2 18 7 147 0.5 3 48 0.1257 119.38 
14 24 17 4 7 39 6 10 20 8 11 146 3 50 0.2463 233.99 
15 25 19 7 18 36 12 8 8 10 5 7 155 。 5 45 0.1466 139.28 
16 10 31 6 8 27 15 7 9 32 34 179 2 3 42 0.0679 64.47 
17 10 21 3 9 11 4 13 13 5 6 95 。 2 8 2 0.1898 180.26 
18 14 73 8 14 28 9 4 2 21 42 377 592 。 3 B 0.1267 120.38 
19 8 55 9 17 13 11 8 19 13 20 171 5 5 6 2 0.1026 97.49 

20 13 50 4 21 12 8 6 10 125 6 3 6 0.0804 76.40 

21 14 72 4 13 18 11 5 3 13 3 B 164 3 15 2 0.1395 132.51 

22 20 59 8 49 16 11 4 11 7 4 7 196 7 4 10 2 0.3619 343.82 

23 15 15 4 7 25 10 5 9 91 3 20 0.2463 233.99 

24 19 47 5 26 15 11 4 23 14 2 5 77 248 8 2 15 2 0.0754 71.63 
25 19 26 8 11 29 9 6 5 11 10 134 5 3 26 0.0616 58.50 

26 23 76 B 42 35 12 6 4 14 ヰ 224 8 4 26 0.1466 139.28 

27 36 26 4 5 22 9 4 12 8 10 6 142 2 30 2 0.2976 282.73 

28 29 24 4 7 30 8 11 18 。 9 6 146 。 2 34 2 0.1317 125.15 

29 30 13 4 6 32 12 8 12 。 。 117 。 36 0.1257 119.38 

30 29 20 5 6 31 12 19 18 。 30 62 232 4 34 0.1257 119.38 

31 20 58 8 32 24 8 5 12 11 3 12 27 220 9 4 22 0.1466 139.28 

32 24 38 8 39 29 12 ヰ 5 6 3 168 5 3 30 0.1810 171.91 

33 33 70 4 30 31 18 6 33 11 5 6 247 6 4 38 2 0.2578 244目93

34 36 54 4 35 31 10 3 10 。 5 30 218 8 5 36 0.2463 233.99 
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35 27 41 5 6 33 10 8 10 6 10 4 34 194 D 2 42 2 0.3171 301.24 

36 26 21 6 9 30 10 11 7 65 8 11 204 2 2 39 0.0804 76.40 
37 23 17 5 4 26 10 7 4 62 6 164 3 35 0.0513 48.75 

38 20 20 10 11 22 10 10 7 6 19 135 。 5 25 0.0804 76.40 
39 B 32 3 5 10 30 4 10 27 11 140 。 3 6 0.1257 119.38 

40 16 81 5 7 14 18 4 29 175 。 8 5 0.2463 233.99 

41 13 26 4 6 16 9 4 7 7 10 102 。 3 12 0.1257 119.38 

42 15 21 4 8 16 10 3 6 9 8 6 106 。 3 14 2 0.1634 155.19 

43 19 59 6 29 10 10 2 13 8 6 162 8 3 4 2 0.0754 71.63 

44 19 83 4 30 13 9 5 12 10 27 212 6 5 8 2 0.2187 207.72 

45 24 10 4 9 20 10 4 2 6 8 61 58 216 。 2 20 2 0.1843 175.09 

46 22 41 4 8 25 16 7 8 17 B 156 。 4 24 0.1257 119.38 

47 34 17 6 11 29 15 5 3 6 13 139 。 5 30 2 0.3481 330.68 

48 21 42 5 8 54 11 6 25 11 5 31 219 4 33 0.1018 96.70 

49 26 32 5 25 42 8 20 6 7 10 35 333 549 3 36 2 0.4147 393.96 

50 22 41 3 9 24 9 7 6 6 8 69 204 。 4 37 0.1018 96.70 

51 29 9 3 9 29 10 6 5 9 14 123 3 43 0.0848 80.58 

52 24 54 5 25 18 5 14 9 14 29 10 207 10 2 30 0.0848 63.669557 

Total 1142 1811 274 746 1373 602 365 535 690 241 448 1324 9551 121 182 1315 74 7.9179 7441目38

Average 21.96 34.83 5.27 14.35 26.40 11.58 7.02 10.49 13.53 9.27 12.11 88.27 183.67 2.33 3.50 25.29 1.42 0.1523 145.91 

Percent 11.96 18.96 2.87 7.81 14.38 6.30 3.82 5.60 7.22 2.52 4.69 13.86 100.00 

N
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国



Table 2.5 Work element time of yarding by TKY“600 

No. Empty mainline Choker Lateral Loaded load Walking Unloading Walking Taking Cable Waiting Delay Total Lateral Saf，叫 Transp同 N馴 beVIm@weight|

carnage pulling hooking yarding carriage lowing for to a nsmg yarding distance distance of logs per turn per turn 

returning out transport unloading safety note up distance per turn 

sec. sec. sec. sec. sec sec. sec. sec. sec. sec‘ sec. sec sec. sec. ~.J.r0 (m) (log) (m3) (1明)

14 28 7 49 8 6 9 16 15 2 155 5 3 12 2 0.08 75.86 

2 26 12 8 22 10 7 10 22 9 5 132 3 4 12 2 0.16 152.66 

3 34 28 6 79 7 3 12 24 9 15 3 220 15 3 21 0.06 55.96 

4 7 65 7 126 9 4 11 21 9 9 4 272 20 2 21 2 0.18 168.43 

5 15 56 5 17 12 4 14 30 10 8 5 176 3 21 3 0.13 120.38 

8 37 26 9 11 18 7 12 22 B 2 10 163 3 21 0.02 19.90 

7 20 16 5 4 26 4 12 17 10 10 5 129 。 2 21 2 0.17 161.56 

B 17 13 5 8 20 5 13 8 10 9 5 113 。 2 29 2 0.24 225.43 

9 15 14 7 11 20 4 12 3 10 10 3 109 3 5 30 3 0.11 103.66 

10 14 31 8 15 17 3 17 35 9 8 4 159 5 2 30 2 0.12 116.99 

11 15 27 8 19 25 B 20 11 9 B 6 152 9 3 34 2 0.10 94.31 

12 14 34 18 50 21 3 9 67 16 12 5 10 259 15 2 21 2 0.14 134.90 

13 17 40 7 127 20 4 19 16 12 8 4 40 70 384 16 3 21 0.03 24.87 

14 15 39 5 28 14 4 16 13 8 10 3 155 20 4 21 2 0.06 55.71 

15 15 22 B 25 20 9 12 4 11 8 5 139 5 2 21 2 0.10 94.31 

16 27 28 13 。 40 8 13 26 12 8 3 178 3 29 2 0.17 160.37 

17 29 32 9 11 27 40 19 25 11 7 5 10 225 。 4 33 2 0.13 125目15

18 33 23 15 10 28 4 15 10 11 121 4 274 。 3 40 0.04 35.81 

19 19 40 11 81 28 5 51 28 12 11 4 35 325 5 2 40 0.05 48.75 

20 24 28 11 21 28 4 16 19 11 6 B 31 205 7 3 40 2 0.11 107.24 

21 36 42 8 29 29 23 25 27 38 10 9 27 303 12 2 40 3 0.14 130.12 

22 26 64 5 43 38 4 14 30 14 14 2 254 18 2 40 2 0.13 125.15 

23 19 37 5 29 30 4 17 11 14 13 3 40 222 12 3 40 2 0.17 164.15 

24 13 67 14 46 28 4 13 17 10 33 3 42 290 10 2 40 2 0.08 71.63 

25 28 23 7 20 26 8 17 27 9 13 3 181 。 2 48 2 0.10 97目49

26 24 28 9 16 32 4 14 37 13 44 。 227 。 4 50 2 0.10 94.31 

27 34 24 13 15 27 5 19 23 11 9 4 184 。 4 54 2 0.09 83.37 

28 31 23 7 8 28 4 16 18 12 41 4 192 。 5 56 2 0.13 124.95 

29 29 27 8 17 27 16 11 13 10 7 3 168 4 4 56 3 0.24 229.81 

30 21 59 5 75 25 6 14 21 11 7 5 40 289 6 3 44 2 0.27 252.09 

31 30 34 8 83 25 2 12 31 13 10 7 40 295 12 4 44 3 0.18 172.50 

32 32 41 12 27 26 23 18 20 38 11 3 251 8 2 48 2 0.12 112.22 

33 32 29 5 140 13 4 17 27 15 7 4 105 398 8 3 48 2 0.16 147.63 

34 31 36 10 87 23 3 15 19 13 9 2 248 10 3 48 2 0.08 71.63 

35 30 51 5 136 27 6 13 19 13 9 2 311 20 3 44 2 0.10 94.31 

36 25 48 5 35 20 18 40 20 10 11 6 50 288 25 2 48 2 0.10 94.31 

37 37 56 10 91 25 9 13 16 70 4 自 337 20 2 52 3 0.23 219.86 

38 29 12 8 10 28 3 15 28 8 10 5 154 。 3 56 3 0.27 260.45 

39 30 19 10 12 31 7 12 10 12 7 3 30 183 3 58 0.10 96.70 

40 32 18 自 14 31 9 12 11 11 8 4 156 。 4 61 2 0.13 125.15 
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41 34 18 10 9 32 日 11 16 10 8 4 161 。 3 62 2 0.10 97.49 
42 32 36 8 22 38 5 11 24 10 11 5 202 3 3 62 2 0.18 168.13 
43 33 9 6 14 51 8 14 8 12 9 5 167 8 3 62 3 0.14 130.12 
44 31 32 7 24 29 6 11 19 12 B 3 182 10 5 62 3 0.30 284.72 
45 31 35 24 24 29 5 12 35 46 6 8 255 8 3 62 2 0.11 107.24 
46 28 87 8 23 31 12 11 35 9 8 6 258 B 4 62 3 0.17 160.96 
47 29 69 日 31 38 69 11 4 8 11 6 282 20 2 62 2 0.18 168.13 
48 43 39 4 10 39 9 11 28 11 7 8 28 237 8 2 67 2 0.33 313.37 
49 34 41 10 41 34 6 13 17 10 自 4 20 236 25 4 67 2 0.20 193.40 
50 30 48 B 201 30 6 10 23 10 8 日 49 427 29 3 67 2 0.17 160.37 
51 32 87 5 130 36 5 15 18 12 87 4 69 148 648 33 2 65 2 0.13 125.15 

52 28 71 6 24 31 10 10 90 9 5 4 16 70 374 36 3 65 2 0.10 94.31 
53 33 87 7 179 34 9 12 15 11 自 9 402 39 4 65 2 0.17 160.37 
54 34 7 4 10 33 6 12 9 自 8 5 88 120 342 。 3 70 2 0.37 354.76 
55 38 21 10 21 37 自 自 23 9 4 3 181 。 5 72 2 0.16 155.19 
56 40 24 10 18 39 B 11 32 10 7 4 203 。 5 74 3 0.17 157.38 
57 39 19 4 23 28 8 11 9 15 8 4 168 。 3 78 2 0.21 197.77 

58 47 16 5 24 27 8 10 18 11 7 3 174 。 4 80 3 0.08 80.58 
59 31 37 12 14 41 9 15 34 12 7 7 219 自 6 75 2 0.17 161.56 
60 30 31 4 24 34 自 13 4 8 17 4 175 8 2 78 2 0.14 134.90 
61 32 54 s 24 27 5 12 31 8 9 5 215 12 3 78 2 0.25 235.98 
62 33 67 5 31 36 6 23 55 11 7 5 279 14 4 75 2 0.25 237.57 
63 54 39 B 31 37 7 12 33 16 10 4 69 320 16 5 75 2 0.13 125.15 
64 32 61 8 32 37 10 11 24 8 7 5 42 275 18 3 75 2 0.14 132.11 
65 34 44 8 31 49 8 24 22 12 自 6 242 25 3 75 2 0.29 276.96 
66 35 57 11 60 22 8 13 23 8 5 3 243 28 6 75 2 0.10 94.31 
87 34 76 11 87 26 4 16 73 9 5 5 346 36 5 75 2 0.10 94.31 
68 35 83 7 100 36 5 11 15 17 72 3 384 38 4 75 2 0.29 278.55 
69 32 71 4 64 34 4 9 16 8 8 5 255 38 4 75 2 0.20 193.40 
70 36 72 8 36 42 5 12 56 9 g 4 289 28 6 75 2 0.23 215.68 
71 45 16 9 12 35 5 10 14 10 6 4 166 。 5 85 2 0.09 84.56 
72 43 12 5 12 39 33 11 5 8 5 4 177 。 4 87 2 0.13 125.15 
73 37 33 B 19 45 4 10 40 11 26 6 237 。 2 85 4 0.13 121.37 

74 33 42 6 18 35 3 13 19 10 8 4 189 14 3 85 2 0.12 116.99 

75 35 102 5 44 52 12 9 45 。 7 4 70 391 30 4 85 2 0.08 71.63 
76 47 196 7 39 40 32 10 51 8 自 8 20 462 28 2 85 4 0.19 182.45 

77 42 63 19 19 48 28 10 37 18 B 26 319 5 7 90 2 0.25 236.37 

78 41 85 6 119 41 5 17 22 11 5 7 359 15 3 87 2 0.25 237.57 

79 39 52 6 27 51 5 B 16 10 6 4 224 24 3 95 2 0.12 112.22 

80 32 145 7 44 39 8 12 75 11 5 6 150 534 32 3 85 4 0.16 156.19 
81 37 136 8 46 39 5 13 27 8 8 5 330 35 4 85 3 0.27 251.89 

Total 2441 3660 640 3408 2438 702 1138 2002 1016 1004 380 531 1024 20384 978 270 4557 175 12.46 11836.42 

Avera 30.14 45.19 7.90 42.07 30.10 8.67 14.05 24.72 12.54 12.40 4.69 37.93 68.27 251.65 12.07 3.33 56.26 2.16 0.15 146.13 
Perce. 11.98 17.96 3.14 16.72 11.96 3.44 5.58 9.82 4.98 4.93 1.86 2.60 5.02 100.00 
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It could be pointed out that in order to decrease the 

cyc1e time in a yarding operation， it is better to p巴rformthe 

task with the four work elements， and in order to reduc巴the

time spent by these four elements， the factors effecting those 

times have to be determined. Those factors consist of the 

number of logs per turn， th巴 volumeof logs p巴rturn， the 

W巴ightof the volume per turn and the lateral yarding 

distance and transport distance. Among these factors， the 

lateral yarding and transport distances play a more important 

role than the first three factors do. The r巴asonis that the 

number of logs per turn， the volume of logs per turn and the 

weight of the volume per turn do not usually change much 

in quality during the operation. On the other hand， lateral 

yarding distance and transport distanc巴 arevaried in 

accord組 cewith the posi討onof stands. 

For better understanding of the factors influencing the 

operating time， the relation between those factors and time 

spent by corresponding work elements were conducted and 

shown in Fig. 2.5， 2.6， 2.7， 2.8 

F江st，considering the graph of the relation between 

transport distance and empty carriage returning time of the 

three machines in Fig. 2.5， it was c1ear that time rises up 

depending on the incr巴aseof transport distance. The graph 

of time spent using the RME-200T is located at the high巴st

n
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position， because this machine was operated with a higher 

average transport distance than the KTY 600 and TY-U3. 

Second， the relation between lateral yarding distance 

and haul line pu1ling out time shown in Fig. 2.6 confirms 

that haul line pu1ling time varied in accordance with the 

lateral yarding distance.τ'he time spent by KTY 600 was the 

lowest， because the haul line was automatically rigged out 

by the machine. 

Finally， the graph of the relation between transport 

distance and load transport t加le，in Fig. 2.8， shows a strong 

relationship between load transport time and transport 

distance. It is obvious that the average time in relation to 

transport distance of KTY600 is lower than that of the TY-

U3， since the KTY 600 has a higher power than does the 

TY -U3 even though both of machines yards logs of the sam巴

average Slze. 

As previously mentioned， reducing the cyc1e time of 

yarding has to deal with the lateral yarding distanc巴 and

transport distance. The optimum productivity of yarding 

requires a suitable combination of optimum lateral yarding 

distance and transport distance. The data shown in Table 2.7 

are a lists of all regression equations from the relationship 

betw巴ena lateral yarding distance and transport distance 

with th巴ircorrespondingly affected work element. 

IJ. IJ.IJ. 

40 80 100 50 60 70 90 

Transport distances (111) 

OTY-U3 IJ.RM豆ーー200T

Fig. 2.5 Relationships between transport distance and empty 

carnage returnmg tIme 
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Note: This graph lacks information of R1伍-200T，since lateral yarding and loaded 

carriage transport of this machine were recorded together as one work e1ement as shown in 

Table 2.3 
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Table 2.6 Summary ofyarding results obtained from the three sizes tower yarders 

Item R1伍刷200T(small) TY-U3 (medium) KTY 600 (large) 

Total time (sec) 265(325*) 159(274*) 340 

Number of cycles (cycle) 28 52 81 

Lateral skidding distance (m) 3.52/0.5-8 2.33/0-10 12/0-39 

Tr丘nspo口distance (m) 69.46/55側 86 25.311幽 50 56.3112-95 

Number of stands (甘'ees) 35 74 192 

Total volume (m3) 16.1 7.9 12.45 

Average volume/turn (m3) 0.58 0.1523 0.1630 

Average weight/turn (kg) 145.91 154.81 

Productivity (m3Irnan-day) 2l.87(17.83キ) 17.88(10.38*) 13.18 

Note: * include construction and removal time of cable crane 

2.4.2 Fixed time work elements 

τ'here are other functional work elements besides the 

4 main functional work elements discussed above， i.e. 

walking to a safety place， walking for unloading， returning 

from unloading， cable lowering and cable rising up whose 

time vary according to movement speed (cable movement 

speed and walking speed) and movement distance. From 

the obs巴rvation，the distance of walking to a safe place in 

the cutting area， walking from tower yarder to unload and 

walking from unloading back to tower yarder at the landing 

did not change so much in all cases， which resu1ted in 

almost no diff，巴rencein the required time among each turn. 

Moreover， if the work performs by the same team of 

operator on different sites but with the same characteristic of 

terrain， these operation times would be a1so about巴qualed.

Thus， in this study， the assumption was made that these 

operation processes are frxed time work elements. 

Apart from all work el巴mentsdiscuss巴dso far， there are two 

more work elements that are considered as fixed work 

elements: choker hooking and unloading. For both of 

them， the spent time had no relation to any factor. 

2.4.3 Setting up and withdrawal time 

Setting up and withdrawal time of the cable crane 

using the RME-200T and TY-U3 were investigated. The 

time of withdrawal the cable crane， moving from the 

withdrawal sit巴 tothe new setting point and setting the new 

cable crane were measured 4 times. The average total time 

of the setting up and withdrawal time was found to be 55 

minutes for the RME-200T and 61 minutes for the TY-U3. 

The time composition of setting up and withdrawal of both 

machines are shown in Table 2.8. 

Since the average movement distance between each 

setting point of a tower yarder were usually almost the sam巴

Table 2.7 Regression equations ofwork element time influenced by the lateral 

yarding distance and transport distance 

. 
Relation bet¥'I'問n ぬ在E.2∞T TY.U3 KTY600 

Transport他国ce胡 dempty四rriagere拙話時世me Y盟百 3076x十34.885 Y=0.3087x+ 12..771 Y=0.455;~十 11707

R2=O.1132 R2=O.5755 R2=O.4S04 

Lateral yarding dis恒忠臣andhaulline pulling ou同皿e: Y=4.169x+ 14.941 Y=3.7509x+26.099 Y= 1.962S己主+21.485 

R2=O.1765 R2 =0.3179 R2=O.5266 

Lateral yardin罫d詰匂組問問dIateral yarding世me Y=2.1065x+ 119.03 Y=2.9518x+7.4776 Y= 19.7ωx+ 18.278 

R2=0.1684 R2=O.6631 、 R2=0.3089 

T田 nspo目前位nce叩 dload回 nsport世田e Y=8.2956x+ 236.17 Y=0.552x+ 12.445 Y=0.3456x+ 10.654 

R2=自1254 R2 = 0.5811 吋 R2君 0.5968
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Table 2.8 Setting up and withdrawal time composition of RME幽 200T

and TY-U3 tower yarder 

Model RME-200T TY-u3 
Itell1S Average till1e Percentage Average till1e Perc巴ntage

Removing cable 596.33 18.02 767.21 20.87 

Downing tower 195.67 5.91 51.37 1.40 

Removing guy lines 143.67 4.34 200.15 5.44 

Loading equipment 40.67 1.23 46.99 1.28 

Moving tower yarder 190.33 5.75 95.08 2.59 

Preparing equipment and setting place 255.33 7.72 1041.53 28.33 

Standing th巴tower 190.33 5.75 34.97 0.95 

Setting up guy line 263.00 7.95 446.84 12.15 

Setting up communication system 280.87 7.64 

Setting up a machine controller 134.43 3.66 

Member discussion 90.00 2.72 126.78 3.45 

Pulling out cable lines 691.67 20.90 [62.84 4.43 

Setting up a carriage 49.00 1.48 287.43 7.82 

Waiting and delay 602.67 18.21 

Total 3308.67 100.00 3676.49 100.00 

Table 2.9 Summary of average and standard deviation of 

the three tower yarders 

RME-200T TY-U3 KTY 600 
WOI'k elements Average Sd Average Sd Average 

Empty carriage retnnl1ng 56.25 8.78 21.96 8.74 30.14 

Mainline pulling out 29.61 20.90 34.83 20.21 45.19 

Choker setting 17.18 8.28 5.27 1.78 7.90 
Lateral skidding 106.50 28.81 14.35 11.01 42.07 

Loaded carriage transport ネ ネ 26.40 10.47 30.10 
Load lowering * ネ 11.58 6.82 8.67 

Walking for unloading 10.46 3.11 7.02 3.70 14.05 

Unloading 22.14 7.00 10.49 12.73 24.72 
Walking to safety 15.07 5.85 13.53 14.25 12.54 

Cable rising up 8.14 1.15 9.27 7.58 4.69 

Note: * Time spent by this work element is recorded together with the lateral skidding 

length and the length of each cable spans (く 200m for 

RME-200T andく 250m for TY -U3) were not so much 

different， the distances caused few differences in the total 

setting and withdrawal time. 1t should also be noted that 

this process is assumed as a fixed time operation in the 

where 

t = l.0l25do5 

t: total setting time 

d: cable length 

2.4.4 Time distribution 

Sd 
9.00 

31.73 

3.53 
41.60 

9.89 
9.75 

6.14 
16.20 
8.95 

1.66 

19 

study. The frequencies of time distribution of all work 

For the long span cable using KTY 600， setting up 

and withdrawal time have been proven by Tasaka， (1997)， 

who found that the setting up-withdrawal time related in 

accordance to the length of cable crane powered by 0.5 as 

the following equation: 

elements of all machines were created in order to 

characterize the distribution of required time by each work 

element. This distribution will be useful for the fuzzy 

analysis in Chapters 6.τ'he frequency of time distribution 

of work elements of KTY 600 was shown as the example in 
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Fig. 2.9. Upon inspection of the graph， it was found that Chapter 3 

all operations perform巴dby human power， th巴 frequency

time distribution curve tends to be asymmetry. The value on 

the right side of the distribution tended to be further from the 

middle than those on the left side.τ'his is probably due to 

the fact that with manual power the loss of human energy 

normally occurr巴dat the end of the operation which also 

effected the work time. On the other hand， work elements 

operated by a machin巴， the fr巴quencydistribution of 

operation time always app巴aras a normal distribution curve. 

2.5 Summary 

This study analyzed yarding operation withめreesize 

mobile towers: small， medium and large， in order to 

distinguish the functional time and fixed time work elements 

and also all the factors causing the functional time. A time 

study was done by measuring time of work elements in 

logging operation using a stopwatch. lt was found that the 

highest time required in the work elements ware the empty 

carriage retuming， haul line pulling out， lateral yarding and 

loaded carriage transport process. These work elements 

occupied up to 60% of the cycle time. The main factors 

directly influencing on those work elements wer巴 lateral

y且rdingdistance and transpo託 distance.

There ar巴also4 other functional work elements， iふ，

walking to safety place， walking for・unloading，retuming 

from unloading， cable lowering and cable rising up whose 

time varied according to movement speed (cable movement 

speed and walking speed) and distance of moving. lt was 

observ巴dthat these time do not change so much in th巴

operation， in which these work elements are assumed to be 

fixed time work elements in this study. 

Setting up and withdrawal time using the RME-200T 

and the TY -U3 were also determined as a fixed time 

operation in which their average r巴quiredtime equaled to 55 

and 61 minutes respectively. With the long cable span 

tower yarder， KTY 600， setting up and withdrawal time 

wer巴 obtainedfrom the study by Tasaka (1997) and is 

expressed by the equation t 出1.0125d05 •

The ability of a carriage 

developed for a mobile tower yarder: 

A comparison of the hauling force 

and walking time in a line pulling out process 

3.1 Introduction 

As the results of Chapter 2， lt has been clarified that 

t也lesp叩 tby the four functional work elements take about 

60% of the total yarding cycle time. It has been found that 

reducing time in the haul line pulling process is the only 

way that could be done among those four work elements. 

Because only the haul line (no timbers) is being pulled in 

the haul line pulling process. Tim巴 spentby the lateral 

skidding， load carriage transport and empty carriage 

retuming processes could not be reduced since reducing 

time will increase moving speed of yarded timbers to be 

quicker than normal and cause operating to be more 

dangerous. 

Reducing time in the haul line pulling process the 

effective way to improve yarding productivity. Loggers 

have tried to improve logging methods for this purpose in 

various ways. The use of a haul-back line pulling out the 

hook for choking as in the Kumamoto system (Konuma and 

Shibata 1976) is one way. The development of new 

carriages to reduce the pulling force has improved since the 

multiple sheave block between a front and rear carriage was 

introduced by Bjonn in 1956. Since a carriage with a 

friction pulley was introduced by Shoji Okawara， a new 

trend towards the development of a self line pulling out 

carriage began (Samset 1985). 

It has been proved that using an automatic haul line 

rigging out carriage is the effective method to decrease the 

haul line pulling times and to improve productivity of 

yarding operation. In this study， two type of ca訂iages:1) a 

newly developed carriage equipped with a remote control 

lock and an automatic haul line rigging out system， 

manufactured by Oikawa Motors Co. Ltd. (Fig. 3.1)， and 2) 

a traditional carriage were analyzed and the time and work 

load spent in the haul line pulling out process were 

compared. 前le0勾巴ctiveof this study was to investigate 
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(1) The carriage can be stopped山 ywherealong the skyline by means of a radio controlled 1∞k. (2) A 

haul line can be automatically moved out of the carriage when a straw lillc is pulled by the mobile tower 

yarder. (3) A camage c却 retrievethe haulline by being pulled directly from the tower yarder and the 

str加"line will a150 be winced back toward its drum as a re日ltofthe cl田indrive rotating the drum 

Fig.3.1 Layout and benefit ofthe newly developed 
carriage by Oikawa Motors Co. Ltd 

the reduction of the time and work load using the newly 

developed carriage instead of the traditional one. 

1. Running skyline method (RSK) This method 

used simple carriage (Fig. 3.2a) which the setting up-

withdrawal of the system is simple and requires short t泊le.

3.2 Methods and Procedures 

The aim of the study was to ch巴ckthe walking tim巴

and compare the pulling out time and th巴 tensionforce 

performed by choker setters with the three types of cable 

setting methods. The three types of cable setting methods 

used in this study were explained as follows: 

This carriage is widely used for setting with small and 

medium size tower yarders in Japan. By this method， the 

carriage and cable usually are dropped down on the ground 

surface during the haul line is pulling out toward logs. The 

friction between cable line and ground causes the addition 

force to the lin巴tension.

a 

b 

c 

Fig. 3.2 Three cable setting methods in the study 

(a) Simple carriage叩th悶 nnings匂rline(RSK) 

(b) Simple carriage with fixed skyline (FSK) 

(c) Newly developed carriage (NEW) 
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2. Fixed skyline method (FSK) This method 

improved the running skyline system by adding one fixed 

line to support the carriage not so as to fall down to the 

ground during the line pulling out process (Fig. 3.2b). The 

ground resistance is eliminated， however， the resistance 

caused by the cable weight and friction of the system itself 

ar巴 stillremained. The longer the cable span is the higher 

the pulling force required. 

3. Improvement of method No 2. by replacing 

the simple carriage with the self line rigging out 

carriage (abbreviated as“NEW" ) (Fig. 3.2c). By this 

method， the carriage is also hanged on the cable lines during 

the line pulling process. The line pulling out force is reduced 

by the ability of the newly developed carriage. 

The research was conducted at the Utsunomiya university 

forest in the Tochigi Prefecture. The study began with the 

setting a simple type carriage to a running skyline system of 

the tower yarder (RSK， Fig. 3.2a). A perトrecorderwas 

connected to a load cell， which was modified so as to be a 

tension scale， by a 40 meter long cabl巴 (Fig.3.3). The 

tension scale was attached at the end of the haul line for 

recording the tension force while the haul line was being 

pulled out (Fig. 3.3). 百lepositions from which the lines 

were being pulled out were located at 0， 50 and 100m from 

the tower yarder. From each of these positions 3 gradients 

were established. The gradients were 0
0 

10
0 

and 20
0 

LdlF 
Fig. 3.3 Equipment and installation 

一一一一ここ欝 'F 一一二三午、¥
什、¥

ノポ ば
---

11 
ノ情

-t:-:Lh14L30m イ:二;f

Fig. 3.4 Direction and position from which the line was pulled 

20匂f

10kgf 

Ok喜f

Fig. 3.5 Example of pulling tension and time data 
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and wer巴locatedat a right angle of the cable way (Fig. 3.4). 

τ'he choker setters were asked to pull the haul line out to a 

distance of 30 lateral meters on each of the gradients. Four 

samples of pulling were conducted by 4 different choker 

sett巴rson each gradient. During these performance， pulling 

tension and time were recorded as a continuously plotted 

line on the pen-recorder as the example in Fig. 3.5. After 

th巴pullingout of each line was completed the choker setters 

heart beat rate was immediately recorded for differentiation 

to determine the work load of the performance. When all 

of the data was collected， the cable system was changed into 

the second setting method (FSK， Fig. 3.2b). The process 

was again carried out and the data was recorded. Finally， 

the new carriage developed by Oikawa Motors was set as 

the third cable setting method (NEW， Fig. 3.2c)， and the 

results were record巴dafter the same research proc巴sswas 

carried out. 

3.3 Results and Discussion 

Walking from the safety position to the point at which 

the haul line was pulled out clearly indicated that time is 

related directly to the slope gradient (Fig. 3.6). The 

average walking speed on the slope gradients of 10
0 

and 

20
0 

was 3.5 and 3.2 km/hr， respectively， while the downhill 

speed on the same gradients were 3.9 and 3.4 km/hr， 

respectively. The walking speed on the gradient of 0
0 

was 

recorded 4.3 km/hr. 

The time spent in pulling the haul line out of the 

carriage to logs using the R S K varied in accordance with 

the slope gradients. On th巴 otherhand， the time spent in 

pulling th巴haullineout using the NEW was uniformed and 

y = O. 0213X2 +0. 1232)( + 26.264 (R2 = 0.5905) 
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seemed to more depend on machine speed rather than on 

slope gradi巴nt，since the haul line was rigged out 

automatically by the carriage (Fig. 3.7). It was obvious 

that the pulling time spent using th巴NEWresults in less 

than using the R S K and F S K on the slope gradient over 

2
0 

and T respectively. 

The tension force in relation to the slope gradient 

using three cable setting method were compar巴d.The graph 

of the relationship betwe巴npulling tension and lateral 

distanc巴 (Fig.3.8) obviously showed that仕letension force 

caused by the R S K and FSK are higher and harder for 

choker setter than th巴 tensionforce caused by the NEW. 

The force exerted by th巴chokersetters when using the FSK 

was found to be about 13 kgf. at the beginning and then 

gradually increased up to about 18.5 kgf. at a distance of 

about 28 meters. With the R S K， the pulling force was 

quite uniformed at 17.5 -18.5 kgf. The pulling force in 

addition to the increase in the rate of heart beats per minute 

suggests that the R S K created the largest stress for the 

choker setters in this study. It was also clear that the N E W 

causes less t巴nsionthan do the R S K and F S K on most 

slope gradients (Fig. 3.9). With the NEW， the average 

阿部ionover the lateral distance of 30 meters on the slope 

gradients of 0
0 

to 20
0 

was quite uniformed at 12.5kgf. -

11.5kgf. lt was observed that at this range the haulline can 

b巴 easilypulled out by the choker setters. ln a striking 

contrast to this result， the t巴nsionforce using the R S K was 

about twice as high as the tension force on the NEW. This 

extra tension force made it difficult for the choker setters to 

pull out the haulline. 

The information in Fig. 3.9， if considered only by 

its巴lf，may be misleading in that the work load on the milder 

slope gradient is higher th釦 onthe steeper slope gradient. 

The information in Fig. 3.7 and Fig. 3.10 must be 

considered along with the information in Fig. 3.9 to get a 

more accurate picture of the actual occurrence. The 

choker setter walking along the steep slope gradient was 

walking in an unstable manner， while the choker setter 

walking証longthe lower slope gradient was walking in a 

more stable manner. It is shown in Fig. 3.7 and Fig. 

3.10 that pulling the haul line out on the lower slope 

gradient resulted not only in less time， but also in fewer 

heart beats per minute. Thus it was observed that the 

choker setter exerts more energy on the steep slope during 

performing the task than on血巴 lowerslope gradient. 

ln an another aspect from the study， the positions 

from which the lines were pulled out were located at three 

diffl巴rentdistances (0， 50， 100 m) from the tower yarder in 

order to determine the different of the pulling tension and 

pulling time according to the change of distance from the 

tower yarder. lt was clear from the Fig. 3.11 and Fig. 3.12 

that both tension force and time v訂yin accordance with the 

distance from the tower yarder. lt could be assumed that the 

longer the cable span th巴 heaviertension force and the 

longer time had to be encounter by the choker s巴tter. ln 

this case， the NEW gen巴ratedthe lowest tension force at 

about haft time of the tension generated by the R S K and 

F S K at any positions on cable span form the tower. ln 

pulling time， the N E W caus巴dfewer difference of pulling 

time over the change of distance than R S K and F S K， since 

the line was rigged by the ca立iage.

3.4 Time study with the newly developed carriage 

Being applied the results of pulling time on the lateral 

skidding distance with slope gradient 20
0 

of this study (Fig. 

3.13) into the analysis of time study of work elements by 

RME-200T in Chapter 4， the total cycle time was c巴rtainly

reduced. According to the graph， the time spent by 

mainline pulling out process at the average lateral distance 

3.52 m was reduced about 20% when comparing b巴tween

RSK and NEW. The proportion of work element time of 

the RSK and NEW could be shown as Fig. 3.14. This 

caused the increase of productivity as the summary in 

Table 3.1. 

As the results， It could be concluded that using of the new 

developed carriage is one way to increase the productivity 

of logging operation. Moreover by the NEW， the average 

lateral distance could be longer， since the longer lateral 

skidding distance， the more time reduction (in comparing of 

RSK組 dNEW).百lUS，if the N E W was operated with the 

optimum layout analysis， this could more optimize the 
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Table 3.1 Summary of yarding results using RJ¥在E・200Twith RSK and NEW 

Item Unit RSK NEW 

Total time (mil.l) 265(325*) 212(260*) 

Number of cycles (cycle) 28 28 

Lateral skidding distance (m) 3.52/0.5-8 3，52/0.5-8 

Transport distance (m) 69.46/55-86 69.46/55-86 

Number of stands (なees) 35 35 

Total volume (m3) 16.1 16.1 

Average volume/turn (m3) 0.58 0.58 

Productivity (m3/m組 -day) 21.87(17.83*) 27.34(22.29*) 

Note: * include construction and removal time of cable crane 

productivity. 

The newly developed carriage， however， is high cost and 

needs more skill to operate.τ1ms， th巴optimumb巴nefithas 

to be studied， which is not included in this study. 

3.5 Summary 

τ'he results of the study of the ability of a carriage developed 

for a mobile tower yarder: A comparison of the hauling 

force and walking time in a line pulling out process shown 

that: 

3.5.1. A choker setter could reduce the force exerted by 

about 33%， and had a decrease il.l the heart beat rate of 

12%， when using the newly developed carriage (NEW) as 

opposed to the simple ca立iage(RSK and FSK). 

3.5.2. The newly developed carriage attached to fixed 

skyline (NEW)民間ltedin more pulling speed than the 

simple carriage on the slope gradient of over 2
0 

when the 

carriage was attached to a running skyline (R S K) and 7
0 

when the carriage was attached to a fixed skyline (FSK). 

This can be expressed by the following equation: 

Y(R掛

Y ___ _ 
(FSK) 

Y 
(NH町

-0.0608X + 2.5220 

輔 0.0617X十 2.9199

-0.0058X + 2.3577 

where Y is pulling speed (km/hr) and X is slope gradient 

(degree) 

3ふ3With the newly developed carriage (NEW) the 

pulling tension， time and heart rate became lower， when the 

haul line was pulled out for hooking. Thus， the new 

carriage produced more productive than the simple carriage 

(R S K and F S K) in the line pulling out process. 

3ふ4The s凶lplecarriage attached to a running skyline 

system (R S K) was found to be the most strenuous work 

load for the choker setter， and requ出 da longer period. 
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Chapter 4 

An analysis of dynamic parameters in running 

skyline cable logging 

systems operated by a Japanese 

mobile tower yarder 

4.1 Introduction 

According to the fundarnental data of tirne study 

explained in Chapter 2， the sirnple rnethod to increase 

yarding productivity by the irnproved carriage was studied 

and discussed in the previous chapter. This chapter 

ernphasizes a safety aspect of the cable systern in order to 

find out sorne dynarnic pararneters effecting the setting 

specification of the cable systern.τ'h巴 resultsgained frorn 

this study will be useful for the yarding sirnul昌tionprograrn 

in the next chapter. 

In cable logging systern， it is irnportant to work with 

correct tension of the cable line， since too high tension 

causes less safety and reduces the life tirne of the cable， on 

the other hand too low tension gives extra operation tirne. 

The total tensions in the rnain and haul-back line are not 

only the surn of the tension caused by the weight of the load 

(日つ， the weight of wire rop巴 (q)，and the pull caused by the 

load resistance (St)， but also the addition pull for rnoving 

lines around the systern caused by the rolling resistance in 

blocks， sheaves， driving drurns and storage drurns. 

τ'his study analyzed the cable systern to investigate 

how rnuch th巴lossof efficiency occurs in the cable systern 

during the op巴ration. The results obtained frorn the study 

was巴xpressedas a loss of efficiency forrnula that can be 

easily used for further application. Understanding of this 

force is useful for planning the accuracy cable specification. 

Table 4.1 System and geometric variables 

Items Value Unit 

Load 235 kg 

Carriage 23 kg 

Totalload (引っ 258 kg 

Horizontal distance (L) 94.40 m 

Span distance 99.26 m 

Slope (α) 17.94 degree 

Height difference 30.57 m 

Weight of cable / m 0.23 kg/m 

Weight of cable / m 

in horizontal 0.24 kg/m 

Table 4.2 Maximum tensions and their corresponding cable sags 

Cable sag 

(m) 

4.97 

6.10 
5.61 
4.98 
5.90 
5.95 
5.19 
6.43 

Uphill 

Max. Upper 

tension (kgf) 

825 

700 
750 
825 
720 
721 
800 
675 

Downhill 

Cable sag Max. Upper 

(m) tension (kgf) 

1.97 310 

6.58 650 
6.65 625 
6.34 650 
4.25 900 
4.70 820 
4.17 912.5 
4.72 825 
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4.2 Equipment and study method another end of the span， and their corresponding maximum 

A mobile tower yarder， RME-200T operated by 

means of running skyline system was set for experiments at 

the Utsunomiya university forest. In the study， the mobile 

tower yarder was located at the lower end， while the trail 

tree was the upper supporting point. One set of precision 

surveying instrument， a theodolite and its components， tapes 

and poles， was occupied to survey the geometric variables of 

the system setting， i.e.， length of span (L)， height difference 

between upper and lower suspension points (h)， and also to 

mark the center point of span at which the maximum sag 

will be measured. Then the theodolite was permanently set 

at the suitable location， about 20 meters from the center 

point in the perpendicular direction to the span line， where 

all parts of the system in both suspension points were visible 

in order to measure the maxirnum cable sag when load was 

moving through the cent巴rof span. 

Weight of sample load (W) was measured by an 

excavator lifting the load hanged on the load cell， and 

weight of the carriage was also measured. 

A load cell equipped with the portable data record巴r

was connected to the cable system at the tail tree for 

recording the continuous graph of upper tension of the 

measured cable lines. 

The operation started by hauling a sample log from 

the started point at the upper suspension巴ndto the lower 

point. At the same time started operating the data recorder to 

record the change of cable tension of the measured line， 

while th巴 loadwas moving. When the load was moved to 

the middle of sp組， checked the vertical position of the 

carriage that carried a load of the hauling trip by the 

theodolite.τhis is for calculating the maxirnum cable sag. 

When the load was at the opposite end of span， repeated the 

operation again by moving a load backward. The whole 

operation was repeated about 10 times with different cable 

sags for the variety sets of data. 

4.3 Results and Discussion 

From the study all geometric variables have been 

measured， 8 graphs of the tension changes at the upper 

suspension point when load was moving 企omone end to the 

cable sags at the center of cable lines of the system were 

recorded. All those data are as follows: 

4.4 Analyzing Method 

The aim of the叩 alysisis to compare the cable tensions 

at the middle of span between t巴nsionsfrom measuring 

(Smes) and th巴 sumof tension caused by the weight of the 

carrying load (抗う， the weight of wire rope (q)， and the pull 

(St) caused by the load resistance calculated from parabolic 

theory on the cable that was equipped with the load cell. 

The difference of those value can be evaluated as the loss of 

efficiency of the machine and system as follows: 

4.4.1 Measured tension at the middle of span (Smes) 

transformed from the measured tension at the upper 

suspension point (Su) 

From the measuring by a load cell a fact that the 

maximum cable tension at upper suspension (Su) occurs 

when load was moved pass the middle of span was found. 

The horizontal tension (H) at the middle span by means of 

the following equation was calculated. 

H 

where Su 

su 

Su / cos su 

measured tension at th巴upper

suspens!On pomt 

the angle between the horizontal 

line and the cable tangent at the 

upper suspenslOn pomt 

=伽l(tana 十 (W+O.5qL)jH)

百len，deterrnined the tension at the middle of span (Sm吋by

the following equation: 

Smes H/cos a (at the middle of span su :::: a) 

4.4.2 Tension at the middle of span caused by total 

load and weight of cable line (Sm) calculated from 

parabolic theory 

Sm 

Where H 

Hcosa 

Horizontal tension of the cable line 

WL+qL2 
4o 8o 
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W total1oad + caηiage 

q weight of cab1e per m巴terof the 

horizontal distance 

weight of cable per metel 
COS a 

g the slope between the upper and 

10wer suspension point 

L 日orizonta11engthof span 

o the cab1e sag at the center of 

span measured by the theodolite 

4.4.3 Pull at the middle of span caused by load 

resistance (8t) 

When 10ad is moving a10ng the cab1e 1ine， there is the 

resistance force acting in the opposite direction to the pull. 

This force caused by the friction between a carriage and a 

cab1e 1ine together with the force of gravity subjected to th巴

10ad， in which: 

Uphill hauling 

S， Wcos a . fs十 Wsina

Downhill hauling 

St ~ノCOS a . fs網 Wsina

fs the coefficient of friction of cab1e lines and 

a carnage 

:::: 0.05 (Anderson 1977) 

4.4.4 Determination for the loss of total pull 

羽弓lenthe 10ad was hauling， the tension in a main and 

a hau1-back 1ine aD巴differentdepending on the direction and 

the pull components. Wh巴nthe 10ad moved uphill， the 

measured line is the main line (Sm田 =Smain)that have tota1 

pull as this equation: 

Sm担n Shaul加ck+S， 

Shaulback = Sm + Sε 

Sm制

Sε 

Thus， Sc 

Sm+ S，+ S， 

Smain暢 (Sm+S，)

Srnes -(Sm+S，) 

(The addition pull for moving 1ines around the system) 

When 10ad moved downhill， the measured 1ine is the 

hau1-back 1in巴(Sm回 =Shaulback). Since in the study S， is 

minus， so hau1ωback line had to be baked at the forc巴

approximate1y equa1 to S， in order to keep 10ad moving at 

constant speed. 

Shaulback口 Sm+Sr + Sc 

S， ShauJback -(Sm+S，) 

Thus， S， = Smes -(Sm+S，) 

(The addition pull for moving lines around the system) 

Tab1e 4.3 and Tab1e 4.4 are the summation of the 

determination of the 10ss of efficiency of the running 

skyline system by a mobile tower yarder， RME200T when 

10ad was moving uphill and moving downhill r巴spective1y.

Tab1e 4.3 The determination ofthe 10ss of efficiency when 10ad is moving uphill 

Frorn parab01ic theory From measuring 

Cab1e sag H Sm St Su su H Smes Sε %of sMsto SJ l 

(m) (kg) (kg) (kg) 。cg) (de~慢の (kg) (kg) (kg) 

4.97 667.44 747.41 91.71 825 28.11 727.64 764.82 17.40 18.97 

6.10 543.80 617.45 91.71 700 30.20 604.ヲ4 635.85 18.39 20.05 

5.61 591.30 667.38 91.71 750 29.31 653.97 687.39 20.00 21.81 

4.98 666.10 746.00 91.71 825 28.13 727.51 764.68 18.67 20.36 

5.90 562.23 636.83 91.71 720 29.84 624.51 656.42 19.59 21.35 

5.95 557.51 631.86 91.71 721 29.93 624.81 649.22 17.35 18.92 

5.19 639.15 717.67 91.71 800 28.53 702.85 738.76 21.08 22.98 

6.43 515.89 588.12 9l.71 675 30.80 579.78 609.40 21.28 23.19 

与rerag己 20.95 
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Table 4.4 The deterrnination of the loss of efficiency when load is moving downhi1l 

From parabolic theory 

Cable sag H Sm S， Su 
(m) (kg) (kg) (kg) (kg) 

1.97 276.24 290.36 67.19 310 
6.58 504.13 563.48 67.19 650 
6.65 478.31 536.35 67.19 625 
6.34 501.70 560.93 67.19 650 
4.25 748.42 820.26 67.19 900 
4.70 676.76 744.94 67.19 820 
4.17 762.78 835.35 67.19 912.5 
4.72 673.89 741.92 67.19 

4.5 Summary 

The pull needed for moving cables around the system 

caused by the rolling resistance in b1ocks， sheaves and 

drums can be called as the 10ss of efficiency due to the 

reduction of the effici巴ncyof the pull needed for moving a 

10ad a10ng the cab1e line. From this study， the 10ss of 

efficiency in running sky1ine system by RME-200T tower 

yarder is found about 21.5% of the 10ad resistance. This 

va1ue can be taken in account with the load resistance for the 

coefficient of efficiency: 

;; St 
，:)t 一一

μ 

The corresponding efficiencyμfor the 10ss of efficiency 

21.5% isμ= 0.785. Thus， the total tension in the main line 

of running skyline system by RME-200T may be calculated 

from the next equations: 

Sm制 Shalback十三i
μ 

Smain ShaJback十一三」
0.785 

The information gained from this study are usefu1 for 

creating the yarding simu1ation program by a mobile tower 

yarder in Chapter 5. As an example， in a calculation of 

cab1e deflection， rope sag: 

δ 机必=一一一+
4H 8H 

825 

From measuring 

(d巴gree)
21.12 
31.07 
31.69 
31.12 
27.09 
27.98 
26.93 
28.02 

where O 

w 

H Sm出

(kg) (kg) 

289.17 303.95 
556.74 585.19 
531.76 558.93 
556.41 584.84 
801.25 842.19 
724.10 761.10 
813.54 855.11 
728.25 765.46 

Cable sag 

Total1oad 

Sε % ofS" to S， 
(kg) f弘司

13.59 14.81 
21.70 23.65 
22.58 24.61 
23.90 26.06 
21.93 23.90 
16.16 17.61 
19.76 21.54 
23.53 25.65 

Average 22.23 

q weight of cable per meter of the horizonta1 

distance 

L Horizonta1length of span 

H horizonta1 tension of the cab1e line 

and H is obtained from: 

H s/cos a 

where S tension at specified point on the cab1e 

σslope of the cable line 

It is clear from o and H formula that in order to reduce a 

cable sag or lift a cable line up to be clear out off obstacles， 

the cable tension (S) has to be increased. If more power 

has to be added for higher cable tension without concerning 

of the resistant force generated from the dynamic 

parameters (St = St/μ ， it might be working in risk， since 

cable tension is higher than the 1凶 itation(Safety factor = 

4.0). 

Chapter 5 

Construction of a performance analysis program 

for a Japanese mobile tower 

yarder: case study of a Thai teak plantation 

5.1. Introduction 

The transportation of logs from stands to point of 

forwarding (temporary landing) inτ'hailand has generally 
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been performed by farm tractors due to the low cost of 

road construction in the gently sloping. However， in recent 

years， working conditions have deteriorated because of rapid 

deforestation， making logging operations retreat farther into 

steep mountainous terrain. Timber harvesting has 

encountered more difficulty and obstacles， so that fewer logs 

are being brought out， costs are rising and profits are 

diminishing. Furthermore all harvested timber is coming 

from multi-rotation forests where more emphasis should be 

given to conservation， Thus， economical machinery that 

can work in steep areas and cause little damage to stands 

and forest lands such as the Japanese mobile tower yarder， 

might be useful in northem Thailands mountainous forests. 

This study constructed a computer program to analyze the 

performance of a Japanese mobile tow巴ryarder in order to 

estimate its production if it were used in harvesting in Thai 

teak plantations. Since this machine h昌snever been use in a 

Th註ilogging operation， the study was conducted simulation 

analysis with VISUAL BASIC programming that 

simulated all logging elements on the Thai terrain. This 

paper examines the method of creating the program and all 

equations used in each performance element. Since some 

data and parameters for Thai terrain wer巴 notavailable， 

some of them were obtained from studies in Japan that were 

considered to be close to Thai conditions. 

5.2 Site description and material 

5.2.1 Background of Thai Teak plantation 

Teak is valuable timber of Thailand so it is widely 

used pl叩 tationsin the country. Teak plantations have been 

planted since 1967 by the govemments Forest Industry 

Organization (FIO). Most teak plantations are located in 

mountainous areas with average slopes of 20 % -30%泊 the

northem part of the country (Table 5.1). Teak is usually 

Table 5.1 Disなibutionof slope gradi巴:ntof Thai te法 plantation

Avera思 slope(%) 
。開10

10幽 20

20-30 

>30 

Tota1 area (%) 
18 

23 

35 

24 

planted at 4m x 4m spacing with stand density of 625 

tre巴sjha.Th巴 harvestingrotation is 60 years by cl巴arcutting 

with one thinning operation at year 10 by mechanical 

thinning. Timber is skidded by tree暢 lengthsize， with 

bucking and log dressing performed at a landing. From a 

cutting sites teak logs are hauled to a sub-Ianding by 

elephants on very steep terrain and by farm tractors on 

gentler slopes. On the terrain where the slope does not 

exceed 25%， skidding is usually performed only by farm 

tractors directly from the cutting site to a suかlandingvia 

temporary road (clearing way). 

5.2.2 Outline of study area 

The study area is in the Mae Mor plantation in 

Lumpang PI・ovince，about 600 km north of Bangkok. A 

summ訂yof th巴 studyarea is shown in Table 5.2. Stand 

Table 5.2 Summary of study area 

ltems 
Location 

Area 
Maximum altitude 
Minimum altitude 
Average Slop巴

Forest type 
Species 
Age 
Stand density 
Stand volume 
Average stand volume 
A verage weight 
AverageDBH 
Log length 
Spacing 
Harvesting system 

De土ailsand values 
Plot 20 of乱I[aeMor Plantationラ

Lumpang， Northern Thailand 
4.7 ha 
356 m 
280m 
21 % 

Man made plantation 
Tωtona Grandis (Teak) 

20 yrs 
625/ha 
142 m3/ha 

0.227 m3/tree 
186 kgltree 
19.735 cm 
10.7 m 
4x4m 

旦盟忠思E呈

density is 100% (625 treesjha) since thinning has never 

been performed in this area. An average stands established 

by Sahunaru in 1996 was used to represent stand 

characteristics in this study area. These average st阻む have

average age， DBH， merchantable length， volume， and 

weight of 20 years， 19.7cm， 10.7m， 0.227m3 and 186 kg， 

respectively. In this area， all stands have already been 

harvested by τ'hai traditional clear cutting methods. 

5.2.3 Materials 

1) A 1:50，000 topographical map of this area is used for 

a terrain resource i.e. slope， elevation， exiting road， and 

Source: Topographic map ofteak plantation ofthe Forest industry organization boundary to input in the visual terrain map. 
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2) A Japanese RME制 200TTower Yarder by 

running skyline system is chosen for this study. All 

capability of the performance is specified as the Japanese 

standard for being the data source in si mulation program. 

(Fig 5.1) 

5.3 Methods 

This study created computer programs to simulate the 

performance of a mobile tower yarder for skidding teak 

logs in the study area from cutting site to sub landing at 

roadside as if it were done on r，巴alt巴汀ain. The program 

consists of 5 main procedures: 1) creating a DTM， map 2) 

analyzing profiles， 3) determining the cable system on 

the profile， 4) simulating of hauling on each cable 

span and 5) tallying the results from all cable spans. 

The steps of all procedures are explained as follows: 

5.3.1 DTM (Digital Terrain Model) 

The first step of the program was creating a DTM 

map of the study area to support all terrain data for the 

oth巴rsimulation procedures.τ1lIs was done by inputting all 

rectangular coordinates (X， Y， Z ) of each lOOx100 meter 

grid of the area， boundary， planned road， and stand positions 

(4x4 m) into text files. The contour image of type metafile 

(.wmf) ofthe study area scanned by a scanner was used as a 

base map for on-screen displays. (Fig. 2) This base map 

file was upload巴don to the first screen output when the 

program was started. At the sam巴 time，the values of the 

Fig 5.1 Machine specification and some parameters set for the program 

Fig 5.2 Dl乱-1of the study area 
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X， Y， Z coordinates of terrain characteristics that had been 

recorded as text files were also r巴adinto the variables of a 

3-dimensional array which could be simply and directly 

achieved by any procedure by means of pointing on the 

DTM. The process of obtaining coordinate data by 

pointing on the DT抗 wasperformed by the function 

El v _Z (x， y) that was calculated from the following 

weighting equation: 

2 = (l-x)(l剛y)21十x(l-y)22+(l-x)y23十xy24

where 21，22，23，24 are th巴elevationvalues from 

al OOxl 00 grid file， 

surrounding the corresponding coordinate. 

Based on the function El v _Z (x， y)， the procedure 

Mousemove was also created to be a point巴rindicator that 

shows the three-dimensional coordinates of the mouse 

pointer wherever it is pointed to on the DTM map. ( Fig 5.3) 

5.3.2 Profile Analysis 

This procedure created the profile of巴achcabl巴span

located on the DTM contour map. This process was done by 

extracting the el巴vationcomponents (Z) along the cable 

line， then plotting these elevation data as Y components 

together with their corresponding distances from the 

beginning of the line as X components on a new 

window (Fig 5.4). This procedure can view a profile of 

any cable span any direction and location on the map. The 

process is described by the flowchart in Fig 5.5. 

卒
、〈

令

Z4 

lz 

Z1-X一→+1-x-t. Z2 

Fig 5.3 Pointer indicator 

Fig 5.4 Extracted profile frorn the rnarked line on DTM rnap 
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手〉
calculate distance ofthe line 

L寸x日1)2十(Y2-Yl)2 

Loop 
for i = 0 to L step 0.1¥¥{一-.

>-Exit~Stop ) 
(L= length ofline) / 一一

calculate (X， Y) coordinate at 
poslt!On 1 

↓ 
calcul丘.teelevation at (X， Y) 

Z=(トX)(l-Y)Zl+X(トY)Z2+(I-X)YZ3+XYZ41 

.~lot profile graph of coordinates (i，Z) on¥  
a new window together with appropriate 

grid lines / 

Fig 5.5 Flow chart ofProfile Analysis 

5.3.3 Cable Analysis 

This procedure evaluated various necessary values， 

i.e. maximum allowed tension， horizontal tension， and 

upper and lower end tension to check whether the cable 

system can be established on the巴xtractedprofile or not. 

This procedure is p巴rformedfollowing Samsets (1985) 

“10ng cable between the supports" theoη. Th巴 method

and some巴quationsinvolved are described in the following 

paragraphs: 

1) Check the maximum tension that can be allowed in the 

cable line in order to keep the safety factor at the desired 

value for running skyline cable. 

M -Breaking tension of cable 
aXllTIum tenslOn 

Safety of factor 

2) calculat the maximum cable sag (δ) that can be 

operated und巴rthe extracted profile by using as great a rope 

sag as possible in order to reduce the line tensions. (Fig 5.6) 

+
L
 

-n 

Z2 

Zl 

Fig 5.6 Evalua包onof maxImum cable sag企01目白eterraI且profile

o = Z1+ht+tan( a) x-Zル choker

whereδ: Cable sag 

α Angle between horizontalline and straight 

line betwe巴nsupports. 

ht Tower height 

Z1 Elevation of ground surface at a tower end 

Zx: 巳levationof ground surface at c巴nterof span 

3) From the span profile， the horizontal force (日)along 

each cable line can be computed from this equation: 

ヮU
U
一、。

正
4

一4晶

+
 

L
一

同一、。
ム
ヤ
一

A
q

a一H
 

where 

QL Load carried by cable line 

w Weightof ωTiage 

Weight of cabl巴linesper meter in the 

horizontal distance 

q 

L Horizontal distance of cable span between 

the supports 

4) From the Horizontal tension (日)， keep the minimum 

distance betwe巴nthe cable line and the ground to be longer 

than choker length to prevent the line touching the ground 

(Fig 5.6). That means: 

ZI+ht+tan(ロ)(i)綱 di -choker has to be greater Zx 

where o i is d巴flectionat point i 

oi 
QL. i(L-i) 

2H 

distanc巴fromthe beginning of the line 

5) In this study， timbers were transported by high 

skidding method where cable line carried only a part of 

load and the rest of the load touched the ground. Thus， th巴

pull due to load resistance can be computed by: 

St=(φ丘・coss 1)+(Qg.fg.cosS a)土(QL" sinS s l+Qg. sin a ) 

where 

QL Load carried by cable line 

Qg Load supported by ground surface 

丘 Cableline friction 

会 Ground friction 

s 1 Angle betwe巴nhorizontalline and the 
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a cab I e tens i on and wether a cab I e I i ne touch the ground ，"，-'~:-:;':γーで刊で
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Fig 5.7 
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(土)

cable tangent at the upper end support， 

where th巴maximumline tension occurred 

+ for uphill transport 

-for downhill 

transport 

N ote: With butt end choker setting QL = 0.7Q 

and Qg = 0.3Q estimated from th巴taper出 0.750f

teak (Kaewlaaid 1996) 

6) The tension at upper (Su) and lower (SL) supports were 

then computed， respectively as: 

where 

Su = H / cos s + S， 

SL = H/ cos s2 

s2 :加 glebetween horizontall印 刷 the

cable tangent at th巴lowerend support 

In the program， QL starting from 1000 kg， the maximum 

capability load of the machine was used. At this point， 

checked whether Su or SL was higher than Smax or not. If 

Su or SL was higher than Smax then reduced QL. If Su or 

SL was less than Smax (OK)， displayed all analyzed 

data and then ran Hauling Analysis procedure. The 

main process of this procedure can be explained by the flow 

chart of Fig 5.7 and the cable span calculated from this 

procedure was plotted as Fig 5.8. 

5.3.4 Hauling Analysis This procedure perforrned 

the hauling simulation by lining the lateral distance in the 

perpendicular direction from cable span to all hauled timber 

that could be reached by the rigging line (the part of 

mainline from the carriage) on both sid巴 ofcable span. 

Based on the results forrn Cable Analysis， the distance 

between a stand to a carriage and a carriage to the yarder 

along the cable line was measured. (Fig 5.9) So haul 

distance and haul-back distance of巴achhauled timber were 

obtained and then calculated for hauling and hauling-back 

time. The number of cycle of timber transportation on one 

cable span were counted and calculated for total time 

consumption. 百leresults were come up as Fig 5.10. 

N 0 te: Time elements data using for calculating time 

consumption obtained from the data that were collected at 

Utsunomiya University training forest by choosing the 

av巴ragedata as close to Thai condition as possibl巴

(Table 5.3). 

Table 5.3 Average work element time in one cycle 

Choker setting 
Mainline p叫lingout 
Lateral Skidding 
Load Carriage Running 

日胆笠些

Unloading(Load lowering + unchoking + walk to y創.d釘)
Empty Carriage retuming 
Delay 
Ri照 ingand withdrawal 

Time 
8.3 sec 
0.5 m/sec 
0.47 mlsec 
0.56 mlsec 
53.34 sec 
0.87 mlsec 
42 sec 
60 minute 

Fig 5.8 Plotting of cable spans on the extracted profile 
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~X 
(Xl， Y1， 21) 

Llh 

Jイ
~ II!aタくよ/ぺ

「f~二三戸占

Z1 Elevation at Upper end 
Z2 Elevation at lower end 
Z3 Elevation at lower end 
81 Sag without load 
82 Sag when haul ing load 

ぷOndistance伽 1hau I i ng load 
/ 

ぷLateraldistance when haul ing load 
/ 

¥/ On I ine distance when haul ing no load 

/ピ Lateraldistance when haul ing no load 

『、鶏 (x3，y3，Z3)

生二二コ
without load 

x cosβ 

d J (1.ιiJdう

where 

L1z (ZI+hf-iJh-ol)伽 Z3

iJd イ♂刈2十庁刈2

iJh xlanα 

when hauIing load 

where 

ん立がcoss"， 

d ニイ仏イサめ

L1zwロ(71+ ht-iJh-02)-Z3 

M=イ仰ー初J+仔3-nl

iJh x tanα 

Fig 5.9 Analyzing oftransport distance 
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Fig 5.10 Result ofCable Analysis and Hauling Analysis 

(Productivity of one cable span) 

5.3.5 Project Analysis 

This procedure performed the conclusion of the 

project by running the Profile Analysis， Cable 

Analysis， and Hauling Analysis of all cable lines which 

have been planed over the area (Fig 5.11). A summation 

of the results and also the time for construction and removal 

of all cable span was made， and then the final output was 

displayed as the total working hours， and the productivity of 

the whole area. (Fig 5.12 ) 

13 

Total Number of Stand 
Total Riging Time (mir古 780白E

T otal Loading. Time (min) 381日3
T otal Line pulling Time (min) 1156.3日
T otal Lateral Skidding Time (min) 1139.63 
T otal Carriage只unningTime Cmin) 5581.42 
Total Unloading Time (mir古 2605.66
T otal Carriagr return Time (min) 3口67.91
Total Delay Time (min) 2084.23 

¥1 Tolal Opera1ing Time(hr) 

j Total Volume Transpo民(m3)

:j Pmductivity (m3Ihr) 

Fig 5.12 Final result ofthe Project Analysis 

(Total productivity of a11 cable sp釦)

5.4 Results， Discussion， and Conclusion 

τ'he results of hauling analysis of all t加 berin this τ'hai 

teak plantation by the softwar巴 areshown in Fig 5.12担 d

concluded as follows: 

Th巴averagehauling distance 

The total working hours 

All hauled timber 

The productivity 

100.85 m 

279.94 hr 

644.82 m3 

2.3 m3/hr 

If compare with this result with th巴 1・esultof the study by 

Kaewlaiad (1996) which were done on the same area by the 

Thai traditional method with the same average skidding 

distance (100)， it was found that the RM芯 200Ttower 

yarder conducted more productivity. To find out whether 

this machine is more economical than a farm tractor or not， 

the operation costs of the two machine were calculated with 

the Thai formula as shown in Table 5.4. And the r巴sults

could be concluded as the production costs in Table 5.5 

which indicated that RME-200T is more economical. As 

mentioned in the beginning， some parameters which could 

not be directly studied from the Thai condition were 

conducted in Japan and gotten from some literature reviews. 

These data， especially the variables input to the Hauling 

Analysis， were quite sensitive to the output of payload and 

time consumption. To choose the accuracy variables and 

data needs more study and improved experience. 

However， all data and variables were chosen and analyzed 

under certain considerable for the Thai condition. And for 

some sensitive data that would improve the benefit to tower 
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Fig 5.11 Project Analysis perfonns hauling timbers on the te紅白n

Items 

Table 5.4 Comparison of operation costs between a 
farm tractor and a tower yarder under Thai condition 

Eq岡山11 Operation cost 

Thai traditi町田JmetJlOd 事注目 T ower yaJ'(ICl 

Depreciation 恥fachineCQst x 0.09 ぉ∞鎚虫込2 25.68 2B且立誕的説法
Total ergonomIc lime lOx365x24 10x..165x24 

Interest Capital x 0 6 x jntereqt rate 2500000xO.6x8.50;も 68.11 2即日ill!&il白s...lli
TOUl! working hoursJ戸ru- 1872 1902 

Insur引nce Cnpita! x Q 6 x Q Q1 2.:i自由自由~ 24.04980000Oxflt)X究明言
Tohu working ho副腎Jyear 1872 19日2

恥質国lPower !ialru:x以l.:t略取日lW 〈基Z自是D.:tJ.2QiliU芯(l.:tl..lli) 435.23佐7JJ.量O+J200(J)x(l+J:5%) 

Total hourslmon出 156 156 

Fuel Ho:日告 powerx 0.12 X tι 6晶、。 12:<35 252.00 60xO.12x35 

Oilandg開 田e Ho庁、epOWi!f X b ，，:(USSyl 00 泊五a♀バ22 14.64垂直訴時三122
b"'" 0.2 for tractor 100 100 
b =0.8五or予lrdel
1 l1S$= 122平

Senrices and Mru:hin主主Q国 よ担鉛illL 28.54.2主且邸脇立山
reprul' Total ergonomic t回" 10*365*24 10*365'24 

Tires 0.0006 xtires cost 0.0006x63700 38.22 (0.0006x63700) 

Total 886.46 

Table 5.5 Comparison ofproduction cost 

Thai farm tractor RME-T200 

Productivity 1.48 m3ゐr 2.3 m3ゐr

Production cost 886.46￥/hr l357.79￥/hr 

Production cost (Vm3
) 598￥1m3 590.34￥1m3 

￥flll 

100.68 

266.99 

94.23 

435.23 

252.00 

58.56 

111.87 

38.22 

1357.79 
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yarder， were chosen under the average va1ues. So far 

from the production of 2.3 m3/hr it can be tentative1y 

concluded that the Japanese Mobile tower yarder might be 

usefu1 in off road transport of Thai teak harvesting， 

especially if an advantage of 10gging impacts to the 10gging 

釘 ea紅 e considered. 

Chapter 6 

Application of the fuzzy logic 

in logging operations 

6.1 Introduction 

Fuzzy Logic has became as a profitab1e too1， now a day， 

in human live such as for controlling of subway systems and 

comp1ex indu柑 ia1processes， as well as for househo1d and 

ent巴rtainmente1ectronics， diagnosis system， and oth巴r

expert systems. It was first invented in 1965 by Dr. Lotfi 

Zadeh of University of California in Berke1ey in the USA， 

but the rapid deve10pment of this techno1ogy has started 

合omJapan and has now again reached the USA and Europe 

also. 

Fuzzy 10gic off，巴rsa better way of representing reality， 

since it巴xpressesa statement for being true to various 

degrees， ranging from comp1ete1y true through half-truth to 

comp1ete1y fa1se which can be formu1ated mathematically 

and processed by computers. In this way， an attempt is made 

to app1y a more human-like way of thinking in the 

programming of computers. Most computers can not hand1e 

ambiguities at all， but programs based on fuzzy theory have 

no troub1e with ambiguities. 

Rockwell Automation (1999) defined fuzzy as “A 

superset of convention丘1(Boolean) logic that has been 

extended to h丘ndleめeconcept of p丘rtia1truththat is， truth 

values between “completeかtrue"och and “completely 

false" och it is design to model the uncertainty of natura1 

woks" 

FILL fuzzy 10gic 1aboratory (1996) and Rockwell 

Automation (1999) stated the same idea that“"Fuzzy control 

is the expert knowledge used instead of differential 

equations to handle uncertain information system." 

Conventiona1 controllers required contro1 1aws specified in 

the form of differentia1 equations that describe the dynamics 

of the controller. Unfortunate1y， for many comp1ex， non-

linear systems， it is either impossib1巴 ortoo expensive to 

identify th巴mathematica1mode1 of the system necessary to 

analytically d巴signa controller. 

Tasaka (1992) applied the fuzzy 10gic to create a standard 

mode1 for evaluation th巴 productivityof mini-forwarder in 

his study of “Optimal planning method of mechanization 

i加nminiμi-n白orw再ゲrardεersyst印ems

know1edge can solve the c∞ompが1iおcat臼edand non-li也n色a紅rf，おor，犯'es幻t 

work in stead of initiation some comp1ex mathematics 

mode1s. 

Using fuzzy 10gic usefu1 for a very broad range of 

application， this paper concentrates on巴mbeddedcontrol 

applications using some available software to implement 

inf巴rencea1gorithms. Severa1 paper are now available to 

provide a theoretical mathematical basis for fuzzy logic. 

This Chapter attempts to build a common sense for 

understanding of the subject to form a b巴tt巴rbasis for 

practical application. 

6.2 Fuzzy control 

Fuzzy controllers are the applications of fuzzy logic to 

process control. The control designed by fuzzy logic acts 

like people trying to imitate the conscious behavior of a 

時砂

勢

Fuzzy inference or 

Evaluation of四 les

場
Crisp output value 

Fig. 6.1 The standard algori白血 ofおzzycontroJ 
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variable (speed in this case).百ley-axis represents degree of human operator controlling complex nonlinear process 

On the y-axis， zero represents fals巴 andone membership. which can hardly be modeled by mathematical reflections. 

are represents true. The m巴mberslow， medium， and fast τ'h巴 standardalgorithm of fuzzy control could be shown as 

described as categories instead of numbers. As an example in Fig 6.1. 

of slow， the truth value changes from being true (y=l) at 6.3 Fuzzy sets， membership functions 

At speed 10 km/hr to being false (y=O) at speed 35 km/hr. Fuzzy set is the very basic notion of Fuzzy system. In 

is true to a degree of “speed is slow" speed 27 km/hr， math巴matics，th巴 conceptof set is very simple， but very 

80% which is closer to true than false. important. A set is simply a collection of thing， which can 

be most anything. In Fuzzy logic， Lotfi Zadeh defined the 

Fuzzification 6.4 “on巴 towhich obj巴ctscan belong to idea of fuzzy set as 

Fuzzification is the process of converting input numbers different degrees" . Each possible value of the input 

into truth values (grade of membership) in a fuzzy set variables either is or not a member of the set. An input value 

This is done by membersh伊functionswhich are m巴mber.can have a degree of membership in a fuzzy set that varies 

most easily comprehended when graphically displayed， and continuously from zero (not a member) to one (absolutely a 

may be either linear or curvilinear in shape. In Fig. 6.4， a memb巴r).Where the mathematics set (Fig. 6.2) required 

speed about 55 km/hr and above is definitely fast the truth only the endpoints of a range to define the set， fuzzy logic 

value in fast is 1， and the truth value in medium and slow is describing function called a membership function to fully 

zero. A speed about 47.5 km/hr has ambiguous d巴scriptors:Figure 6.3 shows the define the boundaries of a fuzzy set. 

it could be medium at truth value about 0.3， but could also example of a fuzzy set speed， with memb巴rslow， medium 

be fast at truth value about 0.73. Slows truth value is zero. The xωaxis shows all possible values of the input 
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6.5 Fuzzy expression， rule， inference and 

defuzzification 

Since a numeric values can be assigned to linguistic 

expressions， such expressions can also be combined into 

rules and evaluated them mathematically. A typical fuzzy 

logic rule might be. 

“If slope is mild and load is low的enspeed is high" 

h出iscase， the two input variables are slope and load . The 

output variable， speed is similarly generated from a fuzzy 

set that can have values like slow， slightly slow， medium， 

slight1y fast， fast and so on. In practice， fuzzy rules usually 

have several antecedents that are combined using fuzzy 

operators including AND， OR， and NOT: AND simply 

uses the minimum weight of all the antecedents (min(A，B)) 

while OR uses the maximum (max(A，B)) and also NOT 

subtracts a membership function from 1 to give the 

complementary function. There are several ways to define 

the result of a rule， but one of the most common and 

simplest is so called “max -min" inference method， in 

which the output membership function is given the truth 

value generated by the premise. In rule inferencing process， 

the decision is based on a set of rules: all the rules applied 

are invoked， using the membership function and紅uthvalue 

obtained from the inputs， to determine the result of the rule 

and then these results are combined to give a specific 

answer， conc1usion. This process is call巴ddefuzziflcation. 

τ'here are many different ways of defuzzifying to deteロnine

the output， the centroid method， however， is the most 

popular and widely used since it is quite simple method. By 

the centroid defuzzification， output value is equal to the 

weighted average of the position of the centriods of the 

output membership functions weighted by their actual 

membership grade. 

where 

y = (f11'Pl十戸 2・P2+…十f1N.f>N)

y 

N 

1'1+1'2+…+ f1N 

defuzzified output value 

number of output membership functions 

l' i membership grade of the i-th ouyput 

membership function， 

i = 1…N 

Pi position of centroid of the i-th output 

membership function 

Example below demonstrates max-min inferencing如 d

centroid defuzzification for an巴xamplesystem of "driving 

the vehic1e with total load 630 kg on the slope terrain of 

22" .百leprocess consists of 2 input variables“load" and 

“slope" and one output variable “speed" inferened by the 

following set of fuzzy rules. 

Rulel: If slope is flat and load is light then speed is fast 

Rule2: If slope is mild and load is medium then speed is 

medium 

Rule3: If slope is steep and load is heavy then speed is 

slow 

R臼lel:If slope is flat and load is light then sp巴巴dis fast 

Since an input variable slop巴 (22
0

) is not in flat of fuzzy set 

slope and load (630kg) is also not in light of fuzzy set load， 

then rule 1 does not fire or the output variable has a truth 

value zero in fast membership of fuzzy set of speed. 

R百le2:If slope is mild and load is medium then speed is 

medium 

Since input variable slope (22
0

) has truth value 0.4 in mild 

in fuzzy set of slope and load 630 kg has truth value 0.8 in 

medium in fuzzy set of load. By mean of operator“and" 

which means “min(Oム0.8)"， evaluation result is obtain巴d

with the truth value 0.4 in medium of fuzzy set spe巴d.

Rule3: If slope is steep and load is heavy then speed is slow 

Since input variable slope (22
0

) has truth value 0.6 in steep 

in fuzzy set of slope and load 630 kg has truth value 0.2 in 

heavy in fuzzy set of load. By means of operator“and" 

whichm巴ans“min(0.2，0.6)" ， evaluation result is come up 

with the truth value 0.2 in slow of fuzzy set speed. 

The two outputs are then d巴fuzzifiedthrough centroid 

defuzzification: 

(37.5 * 0.4)+(23 * 0.232.7 
(0.4+0.2) 
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6.6 Building of fuzzy application in detail 

This paper attempts to establish a practical fuzzy 

application from available fuzzy softwares under the 

understanding knowledge of fuzzy logic as mentioned so 

far. Fuzzy software is now made more simply than in the 

past that the users could巴asilyunderstand the advantage 

and limitation of this technology. Most new fuzzy 

software is build up with visual graphic displays and mouse 

function that the fuzzy set can be simply defined by 

dragging and dropping. Fortunately， all windows 

programs that support DDE can exchange data between 

themselves via DDE (Dynamic Data Exchange). This paper 

uses this DDE technique to pass input variables from the 

main program created by Excel Visual Basic to the fuzzy 

controller and receives the output variable from the fuzzy 

controll巴rback to the main program. The fuzzy controller 

can be built by any window base fuzzy logic software， but 

this paper uses the freeware part of AB-Flex fuzzy software 

created by Rockwell Automation. Th巴 followingis the 

proc巴ssof building the desired fuzzy application for this 

paper 

6.6.1 Define all fuzzy sets of both input and output 

parameter of the system in AB輔 Flexsoftware. First， 

membership function of巴achfuzzy set has to be 

constructed. Since logging operation usually obtains data 

by means of doing time study， then membership value can 

be transformed from the frequency distribution of those 

data. There are a variety of possibl巴 transformingmethods 

(Jhuang， 1995)， while this paper uses the “fuzzy logic size 

estimating" method of which the data are divided into 5 

size ranges as the following: 

- take the mean (μ) 

take the standard deviation (σ) 

網 verysmall: VS = l' -2σ 

smal1: S出 μーσ

- medium: M=μ 

large: L=μ+σ 

very large: VL = μ+20-

distributed. If data ar巴 log-normallydistributed， take the log 

of data before making the size range calculations. Then， 

after computing the size ranges， take the anti噂 logto get the 

membership value. 

6ふ2 Create the main program that controls the entire 

system in Excel Visual Basic， then open channel to a fuzzy 

controller in AB-Flex software to send input variables and 

receive output results by the command as shown in the 

following. 

1) Open channel to fuzzy controller 

'opens a channel to the default“abflex" file with β・len昌me

“cobelco" from Excel ¥仔sualBasic;“'abflex" is the default 

name of AB-F1ex recognized by l桁'ndowsprogram 

chan = DDEInitiat巴("abflexぺ"cobelco")

2) Send input variables form the main program in EXEL 

to th巴fuzzycontroller: 

'send an input variable“la_disC val" from work sheet 

“'main" (EXCEL)ωdefuzzified in“'Ja_disCfuz" fuzzy set 

in fuzzy controller “obelco" (AB鍋F1ex)

DDEPoke chan， "la_distjuzヘ

W orksheets("main").Range("la_dist_ val ") 

'send an input vari幼 le"tr_disc val" from work sheet 

“m訂正，to defuzziβed in "tr_disCfuz" fuzzy set in fuzzy 

controller "tobelco" 

DDEPoke chan， "tr_distjuz"， 

W orksheets("main").Range('・tcdist_val")

3) Obtain output values from defuzzification process of 

the fuzzy controller to the main program泊 EXCEL:

'obtain an output vaJue“1a-yar，ιtime" from "la-yard_必z"

fuzzy set in fuzzy control1er “cobelco" to work sheet 

These size ranges assumed the object data are normal "main" 
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W orksheets("main ").Range("la-yard_time "). V alue 

DDERequest(chan，"la-yard_fuz") 

'obtain an output value “skiιtime" from“ski，ιt加にfuz"

fuzzy set in fuzzy controller “cobelco" to work sheet 

mam 

W orksheets("main ").Range(" skid_time "). Value 

DDERequest(chan， _ "skid_timejuz") 

6.7 Summary 

So far， it can be concluded that fuzzy controller consists 

of three stages， an input stage， a processing stage， and 

output stage. The input stage maps the input variables to the 

appropriate membership functions and truth values 

(fuzzification); the processing stage invokes each 

appropriate rule and g巴neratesa result for each， then 

combines the result of the values (inferencing); and finally 

the output stage converts the combined results back into a 

specific control output value (defuzzification). Now a day， 

many fuzzy softwares are available that the users can choose 

and apply to suit the requirement. This study used the 

freeware part of AB-Flex software created by the Rockwell 

automation， for serving as a fuzzy controller and wrote the 

main program to control the whole process by Excel Visual 

Basic. 

q 

Fig.6.5 Rule evaluation in fuzzy (inference) 
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Chapter 7 were 40-year時 Japanesecedar with av巴ragevolume of 0.15 

Construction of profitable logging system 

for mobile tower yarders 

7.1 Introduction 

A mobile tower yarder has been efficiently operated so 

far and become more extensively used recently and is 

expected to be widely used in the future in logging 

operation on steep slope and difficult terrain in Japan. The 

number of 1arge size and high efficiency of this forest 

machines has been gradual1y increas巴dfor the expected high 

productivity. Especially， at the present， mobile tower 

yarders having the longest cable span of 600 m and highest 

load capability of 2 tons have been effectiv巴1yused for 

logging operation of 10ng distance transportation. By th巴

same time， working system using small size tower yarder 

has been gradually improved to operate with a processor and 

a harvester in order to加creaseproductivity up to as high as 

th巴 largeone. This study investigates 10gging operation 

using the large size， fixed cab1e span system， and medium 

size， movable cable span system， in ord巴rto find out the 

optima1logging system of both machines. 

7.2 Site description 

The study took place at the natural forest in Kyushu area. 

The study area cov巴red1.38 ha and was located at sub勘

compartment 102 between contour line 510 to 550 m 

on the hillside with an average slope of 10%. Stands 

m3jtree. The number of trees to be harvested was relatively 

10w at 720 trees per hectare which were harvested by growth 

improvement line thinning method. In the study area， a 

pre-constructed forest road was adequate and wid巴

enough for setting up of the tower yarder on its side. 

7.3 Materials and methods 

The aim of the study was to compare the production of 

skidding operation using two cab1e logging systems， the 

fixed skyline using the long cab1e crane tower yarder 

(Kobe1co， KTY600) and the running skyline using the 

medium size tower yarder (IW AFUJI， TY心3)，and also to 

investigate for the suitable span 1ayout for the optimum 

production at minimal 10gging cost. The study was done by 

performing time study of the skidding operation by both 

system operated with the details巴xp1ainedas follows: 

7.3.1 Fixed cable span system using Kobelco， 

KTY600 tower yarder 

Using the fixed cab1e span system， a fixed skyline was 

set across the 10gging area where all stands was 10cated 

beside the cab1e line. On the skyline， branched cutting strip 

skidding method， of which the hau1 1ine was occasionally 

set in branched shape to skyline， was set as Fig. 7.1 . A 

cab1e crane was constructed at 168 m 10ng through the 

clearing way on the average slope of 10 degree for uphill 

skidding. The branch巴dhau1 1ines were lined in cute ang1es 

of 40 degre巴 tothe sky 1ine and in paralle1 direction to the 

Fixed po~itiOfl 
toweryardel 

Fig. 7.1 Layout of cable setling over也elogging area 
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contour line. In this study， stands were skidded in full th巴lowerto the upp巴rand skidding was performed from the 

length method， of which bucking and delimbling were upp巴r訂巴ato the lower area of th巴terrain.

performed at road side. The setting up of cable crane was 7.3.3しogdressing using Iwafuji， GP30 processor By 

done by 3 persons that occupied about 5 hrs. Because of both skidding methods log dressing was performed at road 

the long cable span， the wirel巴ssradio was occupied during side by the Iwafuji， GP30 processor. logging operation 

the operation for affective work. using the fixed cable span system， the logs at fulllength size 

7.3.2 Movable cable span system using Iwafuji， were p設巴dup at the landing and when the number of them 

TY-U3 tower yarder became about 15-20 logs， bucking and delimbing were 

Using the movable cable span system， machine was performed. This combination of using the tower yarder and 

operated as movable tower yarder inside the cutting area the processor was high efficiency. This operation of the 

(Fig. 7.2). Running skyline system was occupied for quick processor did not influence other work elements and so its 

tim巴 ofsetting up and withdrawal of the system. Tower operating time was not included in the one cycle operating 

yarder was occasionally s巴ton the high spots along the tim巴 Usingthe fixed cable span system， TY同U3， since 

road side for high efficient skidding. Trail tree w巴re the cable spacing was narrow and number of harvested trees 

selected from stands in the area and were supported by two per cable span was low， the arrange of cut tree was 

fiberglass guy lines for easily and quickly巴stablishingthe necessary. Bucking was carryed out at road side wherever 

trail spar. Stands were well四 planharvested in order from logs were yarded to. 

Machine's working time 

Operat01也workingtime 

Choker setter's working time 

+--ーーー

1n thining area At landing 

1 cycle work 一一令

Fig. 7.2 Composition of work elements using mobile tower yarders 

Table 7.1 Speci五cationsof tower yarders 

Name Kobe1co [wafuji 

Model KTY600 TY-U3 

Weight 16，800 kg 5，600 kg 

Power 85 hp 60 hp 

T ower height lOm 8m 

Max. span length 600m 200 m 

Pull capacity 2，000 kg 1500 kg 

Cable size: Skyline の18rnm x 600 m の18mm x 250 m 

h在ainline の10rnmx700m ②9mm x 250m 

Haulback line の10rnm x 1，200 m ②9 mm x 250 m 
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7.4 Results， analysis， and discussion The relationship between lateral skidding distance and 

7.4.1 Work element time In this study， operating time 

of on巴 cycleusing both cable system were record as 13 sub 

work elements which could be concluded as the flow chart 

in Fig. 7.2. Table 7.1 was the summation of skidding 

result by both systems and Fig. 7.3， 7.4 were the time 

perc巴ntageof work elements using the fixed cable span and 

movable cable span system respectively. Obviously， in one 

cycle time of skidding operation， the highest time consumed 

work element of both cable systems were the line pulling 

out and lateral skidding processes. Both work elements 

spent time up to 30% of the whole cycle time. Haul line 

pulling started from the position under the cable crane 

toward the harvested stands that had already been set with a 

choker. And the lateral skidding began after the haulline 

was hooked to the choker and continued skidding until to 

the position under cable crane. This lateral skidding time 

included delay which seldom occur during the operation but 

did not includ巴dsome unexpected long delay time. 

7.4.2 Variables and functional time work elements that 

influence total cycle time From th巴data，th巴relationship

betwe巴nlat巴ralskidding distance and time of haul line 

pulling out， together with time of lateral skidding using both 

systems were established and shown in Fig. 7.5 (fixed 

cable span system) and Fig. 7.6 (movable cable span 

system). It was evident that the relationship of the parameter 

of the fixed cable span system has more correlation than 

those of the movable cable span systems. The regression 

line of both relationship of the fixed cable span system w巴re

almost equal to each other while of the movable cable span 

system， the regression line of the relationship between 

lateral distance and lateral skidding time was a bit lower 

than that of the relationship between lateral distance and the 

line pulling out time. Those relation can be expressed in the 

regression equations as follows: 

Fixed cable span system 

The relationship between lateral skidding distance and 

mainline pulling out time: 

l.963d+2l.485 R2 = 0.5266 (1) 

lat巴ralskidding time: 

l.971d+18.278 R2口 0.3412 (2) 

Movable cable span system 

The relationship between lateral skidding distanc巴 and

mainline pulling out time: 

1.963d+21.485 R2 = 0.0311 (3) 

The relationship between lateral skidding distance and 

lateral skidding time: 

1.971d+18.278 R2口 0.0508 (4) 

From the results， the average lateral skidding distance of 

the fixed cable span system was found at 12 m which was 

about 5 times higher than of the movable cable span 

system that appeared at 2.3 m. Time for line pulling out 

and time for lateral skidding using the fixed cabl巴 span

system， however， were longer than thos巴 ofthe movable 

cable span system， being only 1.3 and 2.9 times 

respectively The reason is that the movable cable span 

system used a running skyline method which巴ncountered

more difficulty in line pulling out than th巴fixedcable span 

system which used fixed skyline method. AIso with the 

fixed cable span system， the line for lateral skidding was 

cleared before the operation began which resulted in less 

obstacles than in the movable cable span system. 

Apart from th巴 linepulling out and lateral skidding 

processes as mentioned so far， the second range of high 

percentage in time consuming work element were the empty 

carriage returning and loaded carriage transport. Th巴

combination of both op巴ratingt泊lespent about 25% of the 

whole time. Figure 7.7 and 7.8 show the relationship of 

carriage transport distance and time of empty carriage 

retuming together with time of loaded carriage紅ansportof 

both systems. It is clear that with both systems， the 

relationship had high correlation. Those relationship can 

be expressed as regression formula for estimating time spent 

for skidding as follows: 
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Table 7.2 Summation of skidding resuIt using both tower yarders 

Item Kobelco Iwafuji 

Total time (sec) 340 241(356*) 

Number of cycles (cycle) 81 67 
Lateral skidding distance (m) 12/0-39 2.33/0-10 
Transport distance (m) 56.3112ω95 25.311-50 

Number of stands (trees) 192 90 

Total volume (m3
) 12.45 9.60 

Average volume/turn (m3) 。‘1630 0.1433 

A verage weight/turn (kg) 154.81 136.10 

Productivity (m 3 /man-day) 15.14 14.34(9.70勺

Note: * inc1ude construction and removal time of cable span 
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Fixed cable span system 

Time of empty carriage retuming 

t = 0.295d+ 17 .520 R2 = 0.5429 (5) 

Time of loaded carriage transport 

t = 0.302d+15.906 R2 = 0.5801 (6) 

Movable cable span system 

Time of empty carriage retuming 

t = 0.498d+9.3826 R2 = 0.6808 (7) 

Time of loaded carriage transport 

t = 0.584d+11.106 R2 = 0.6054 (8) 

This can be estimated for the speed of carriag巴movement

as: 

Fixed cable span system 

Speed of empty carriage印刷m凶g V = 3.38m/sec (9) 

Tim巴 of loaded c紅 riagetransport V出 3.31m/sec (10) 

Movable cable span system 

Time of empty carriage retuming V = 2.01m/sec (11) 

Time of loaded carriage transport V = 1.71m/sec (12) 

Figure 7.9 shows the distribution of popularization of the 

carriage transport distance over a standard deviation scal巴.

The graph was generat巴dfrom the distribution of standards 

score (Z口 (ιd)/σ ，dr:carriage回 nsportdistance， d: mean 

of carriag巴 transportdistance，σstandard deviation of 

carriage transport distance). And Figure 7.10 shows the 

distribution of lateral skidding distance in term of 

proportion percentage to the maximum value. The data 

obtained from each lateral skidding distance were devised 
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by their maximum distance and tumed it into a percentage 

by multiplying it with 100. From the graph in Fig 7.9， it is 

obvious that the carriage transport distance in this study was 

spread between -2 (J to 2σwhich confirmed the data as 

norrnal distribution. On the other hand from the graph in 

Fig. 7.10， the distribution of lateral skidding distance seems 

to be triangle distribution. The average short distance 

appeared at high frequency，巴speciallyusing the movable 

cable span system. 

7.4.3 Fixed time work elements There were other 

functional work elements besides the 4 main functional 

work elements discussed above: walking to safety place， 

walking for unloading， r巴turningfrom unloading， cable 

lowering and cable rising up whose time varied to 

movement speed (cable movement speed and walking 

speed) and distance. From the study by Tasaka (1997)， 

walking sp巴edfor unloading and r巴tumingfrom unload had 

been approximated as 2 km/hr. However， the distance of 

walking to a safe place on the trail spar end， walking from 

tower yard巴rto unload and walking from unloading back to 

tower yarder did not change so much during the operation. 

τ'hen in this logging operation， it could make the assumption 

that those variables were frxed time work elements. The 

t註B巴distributionof those fixed tim巴 workelements were 

shown together in Fig. 7.11. Form the frequency 

distribution， it was found that all operations perforrned by 

human power， their frequency distribution Curve of time 

seemed to be asymmetry.τ'he value on the right side of the 

distribution tended to be further from the middle than values 
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on the left side.τ1:tis is because by manual power the loss of 

human en巴rgynormally occurred at the end of t記 operation

which also effected the total work. In this study all of 

these effects were recognized and taken in account of the 

simulation process. On the other hand， work elements 

operated by a machine， their frequency distribution of 

operation tim巴alwaysappe紅 asa normal distribution curve. 

7.4.4 Setting up and withdrawal time Setting up如 d

withdrawal time of cable crane using the movable cable 

span system ware investigated.τ'he time of withdrawal the 

cable crane， moving from the withdrawal site to the new 

setting point and setting the n巴wcable crane were measured 

4 times and the average total time of these 3 work sections 

was 61 minute and 11 seconds as shown in Table 7.3. The 

average movement distanc巴 was5 meters that resulted in a 

short moving time. Th巴 longesttime consumed section 

was the deciding of a new point where to set the cable 

system. Since the difference of the length of cabl巴 spans

(く200m)did not make much differences in the total setting 

up and withdrawal time， this process could be assumed as 

fixed time operation. 

For the fixed cable span system， data previously found in 

Chapter 2 showed that the setting up-withdrawal time 

related to the length of cable crane powered by 0.5 as the 

following regression equation: 

t = 1.0125do5 (13) 

If the length 168 m of cable crane from this study was 

substituted in the equation 13， then the time result was 

12.24 man-hr. With 3 men powers， this time 

approximately spent 5 hrs which could confirm the 

reasonability of the equation mentioned above. Therefore 

with the fixed cable span system， setting up and withdrawal 

tim巴couldbe estimated with this equation. 

7.4.5 Construction of skidding model sased on the 

results of work巴l巴menttime discussed so far，組 estimation

of optimum productivity of both systems could be carried 

out. The calculation emphasizes the two parameters: the 

length of a cable crane and a space between cable crane as 

discussed before， both of which highly influenced the 

op巴ratingtirne. It was especial for the movabl巴 cablespan 

system using TYぺJ3 th昌tthe number of time of cable 

setting up and withdrawal directly effected the total time. 

In case the space of cable span was too short， the skidding 

operation time would be much reduced but the setting up 

and withdrawal time would greatly increase. When the 

spac巴 wastoo long， on the other hand， the skidding time 

would be quite high， but the setting up and withdrawal time 

was relatively low. For the optimum productivity， th巴

suitable combination of the space and length of cable 

crane have to be p巴rceived. In the study， the fuzzy logic 

was used for estirnating the desired result. Fuzzy controller 

consists of three stage， an input stages， a processing stage， 

and output stage. The input stag巴mapsthe input variables to 

the appropriate membership functions then converts them 

into truth values (defuzzification). The processing stage 

invokes each appropriate rule and generates a result for 

Table 7.3 Setting up and withdrawal time composition ofTY幽 U3tower yarder 

Item Average working time Percentage 
(sec) {ちも)

Removing cable 767.21 20.87 
Downing tower 51.37 1.40 
Loading equipment 46.99 1.28 
Moving tower yarder 95.08 2.59 
Deciding set up place 1041.53 28.33 
Standing the tower 34.97 0.95 
Setting up guy line 646.99 17.60 
Setting up comrnunication system 280.87 7.64 
Setting up controller 134.43 3.66 
Arrangement 126.78 3.45 
Pulling out cable lines 162.84 4.43 
Setting up a carriage 287.43 7.82 

Total 3676.50 100.00 
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巴ach，then combines the result of the values. Finally， the 

output stage converts the combined results back into a 

specific control output value by means of centroid 

defuzzification. Using this method， functional work 

element times and parameters from the specific terrain and 

working condition i.e. lateral skidding distance and 

transport distance that influence the total time were defined 

as input variabl巴s(input fuzzy set). Based on regression 

relationship between input variable and total tim巴， output 

fuzzy set of total time was also estab!ished. With the 

suitable fuzzy rules，巴valuationby means of fuzzy logic 

(defuzzification) would excuse for the desired output. 

Therefore， in order to estimate for the optimum 

productivity of skidding at different lateral skidding 

distance and different transport distance using a mobil巴

tower yarder by the fuzzy controller， time distribution 

models of all functional work elements have to be prepared 

for transforming into input fuzzy set. The distribution 

model of total time is also established and transforrned to 

output fuzzy sets. The st巴psof creating a time distribution 

model of each functional WOI・kelement could be explained 

as the following criteria. 

1. Deterrnine maximum， minimum， mean and standard 

deviation and drawn up frequency distribution curve of time 

sp巴ntin the work el巴ments.

2. Apply 0 value label at the maximum value and 

minimum value then apply 1 value label at the mean value. 

3. Set the size range of the distribution 

very small: VS 

small: S 

medium:M 

large: L 

very large: VL 

mean倫 2*standarddeviations 

mean -standarddeviations 

mean 

me佃+standard deviations 

mean十 2*standarddeviations 

As mentioned above， frequency distributions of all 

work element time that operated by means of machine 

always showed up as a normal curve， where the mean 

occurred at the central area of the curve. If a regression 

forrnulae was represented as f(x)， from the central， one side 

of the distribution can be expressed by 3 X (standard 

deviation). On the other hand， the operation perforrned by 

human power seemed to be more of a log-normal 

distribution curve， where the mean = f(x)， th巴upperlimit 

was 2f(x) and the lower limit was f(x)/2. In case of log-

norrnal distribution， take the log of the data before making 

the size range calculations. Then after computing the size 

range， take the anti-log to g巴tthe value of size range. 

Figur巴7.12was the example distribution model of total time 

in one cycle of this study. This model was constructed 

from the combination all working elem巴nttim巴sappeared as 

log-norrnal distribution.τ'he model was calculated for size 

range as the above criteria， then transformed into fuzzy set 

being consisted of 5 membership functions as shown in Fig. 

7.12. 

In the present study， all of these fuzzy sets were created in 

the A-B Flex fuzzy software and the main program for 

control the entire system was creat巴din Excel Visual Basic. 

First， the values represented lateral skidding distance and 

transport distance were sent from a loop in the main 

program to the fuzzy s巴tlateral distance and transport 

distance in A-B Flex. With the rules defining the 

relationship between both parameters and the four fuzzy set 

(empty carriage returning time， haulline pulling time， lateral 

skidding time and transport time)， the total time was then 

defuzzificated and sent back to the main program for 

plotting one point of a graph with its corresponding lat巴ral

distance and transport distance values. The next value 

from the loop was sent again and the same procedure was 

run until the end of the loop. The details of the whole 

program was explained in Appendix 1. 

From the above technique， the estimation of production of 

skidding logs at different lateral yarding distance and varied 

transport distance by both skidding methods could be 

constructed as shown in Fig. 7.13 and 7.14. The r巴sults

based on the assumption that average volume per turn of 

carriage出 0.15m3 and th巴numberof stand = 700 trees per 

hectare. The productivity was calculated at a 6 hrs period 

where the operation using th巴 fixedcable span system did 

not include the setting up and withdrawal time of cable 

crane. 

The result of productivity from both systems clearly 

shown註latusing the fixed cable sp組 methodwith the KTY 
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600 mobile tow巴ryarder the production gradually 

decreased according to the increas巴 ofthe length of cabl巴

crane. It is diffl巴rentfrom the movable cable span system， 

the production was influenced by both the length of cable 

crane and distance between each cable line. 1n case the 

distance between cable line is short， the number of trees to 

be yarded was few so the number of setting up and 

withdrawal of cable crane increased so the productivity was 

decreased as the whole. 1n the opposite way if the cable 

crane was too long the transportation time increased which 

resulted in lower production. The suitable combination of 

spac巴 betweencable cranes and the length of cable line 

itself could be obtained from the graph. 1n the 

phenomenal stand of this study area the maximum 

production occurred when the length of cable crane is 50 

m. and average lateral spacing is 10 m. This mean the 

most effective cable crane layout occurred at a cable length 

of 50 m， and cable space of 40 m. 

The comparison of two productivity between th巴movable

and fixed cable span systems was simply done on a 1 ha 

rectangl巴 areamod巴1as Fig. 7.15. Using the movable 

cable span method， if the cable crane was set at 50， 70 and 

100 m long (the area depth) with the corr巴spondinglateral 

yarding distance 10， 5， 2.5 m， the maximum productivity 

of 17.48， 15.24 and 12.12 m3/6 hrs would be obtained， 

respectively (Fig. 7.13). On the other hand， if the fixed 

cable span system was established in those rectangular on 

the direction of diagonalline of 206， 159 and 141 m the 

production without setting up and withdrawal time were 

13.28，13.54 and 17.41/6 hrs， respectively (Fig. 7.14). 

Therefore， using the movable cable span system， in the 

logging area of 1 hectare， the optimum productivity was 

a 

;i[，~し↓///ゆ〆/ノ////〆/ノ#
ト一142一→
b C 

P巴rceivedwhen the skidding distance (depth of area) was 

50 m long and by the fixed cable span system when the 

skidding distance was 141m (diagonallength wh巴ndepth of 

the area was 100m long). 1t could be concluded that in the 

area where there is adequate forest road， the movable cable 

span system using TY -U3 tower yarder resulted more 

productivity than the fixed cable span system using KTY 

600. 

7.4.6 Production cost analysis 1n place where there is 

no strip road available， road construction cost has to be 

tak巴nin account. Therefore， production cost should also be 

compared instead of productivity alone. The optimum 

production cost occurs when the summation of a skidding 

costs， road construction costs and walking cost become to 

minimize. These costs are essential in planning. The 

production cost is normally calculated using the Matthews 

synthetic formula as follows (Sawaguchi， 1997) 

Kt Kr+Ks十Kw

Kt 

(for movable cable span method) (15a) 

Kc十Ks十Kw

(for Fixed cable span method) (15b) 

KI Rc X (D十L)/V (16) 

(in case the logging area is located at a forest road side， 

L=Om) 

D 2500 X (1+ヮ)+ (1+ヮ，)ん (17) 

L d(l+干) (18) 

Kc 1.0125cf5 XLcXLnパ/ (19) 

Ks 口 (Mc十 Fc+ (LcXLn) / Es (20) 

Mc operation cost + depreciation cost 

Ps(0.85+0.25)/(6 X 180) + Ps(0.5 X 0.9)(6 X 180) 

Ps(1.45)/(6 X 180) (21) 

Kw = 2kXSmXLcXLh/(WsXV) (22) 

↑1--71 
:::: I .'，" 1 _  
。| 孟弘、 41-一一一弘
?|/、 i 可"Cable le珂 th

...1〆 1~..惨 Movable cable span system 

トー100一寸トー→ Fixedcable span system 
Area width 

Forest road 

F ig. 7.15 The 1-ha area model 

depth x width: a) 100 x 100; b) 70 x 142; c) 50 x 200 
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wh巴reKt: production cost (￥1m3
); Kr: road construction 

cost (￥1m3
); Ks: skidding cost (￥1m3

); K w: walking cost 

仔1m3
);Rc: unit cost of road construction (￥1m); D: strip 

road density (m/ha); L: strip road density (m/ha); d: distance 

between a forest road side and logging area; V: total volume 

in 1 ha. (m3/ha); Mc: machines unit cost (￥fhr); FC: fu巴l釦 d

oil cost (￥Ihr); Lc: labor cost (￥Ihr); Ln: number of 

worker/team; Es: skidding productivity (m3/hr); Ps: 

machines purchased cost (￥); Sm: average skidding 

mod巴1#1"， a logging area was located beside a forest road 

wh巴rethe tower yarders of both systems were set up at the 

road side， while in model #2nd a logging area was located far 

from a forest road that requires a strip road or longer cable 

span. In both models， it was assumed that forest roads were 

available， but a strip road or a longer cable crane has to be 

established. In comparing， 1 ha area model of logging ar回

was also used as a determination. 

distance (m); k: coefficient of increment of walking Model #1 

distance; Lh: number of workers (person/ha); W s: By means of the movable cable span system， the suitable 

Wal孟ingspeed (m/hr); SYMBOL 104￥f "Symbol"￥s 14: density of strip road was necessary in order to support 

the ratio of increment of the distance to the straight line skidding by a short span cable system. Therefore， the 

distance of the road; 7J ' : the ratio of increment of the production cost would vary according to road construction 

distance to the skidding distance. cost， skidding cost and walking cost. The calculation of 

In order to find out what the optimum skidding distance is， production cost was performed by using equations 15a and 

for minimum production cost， two models as shown in Fig 16-22 with some factor values provided in Table 7.4. The 

7.16 were drawn up for comparing the production cost. In results were shown as a graph of production cost v巴rsus

Model #1: Thinning area Model #2: Thinning area locates 
locates at forest road side far from forest road side 

、ーー『ーー

a 

a b 

a) Movable cable span system b) Fixed cable span system 

Fig. 7.16 Location model of logging area 

Table 7.4 Factors for cal叫 ationof optimum forest road densi勿

and production cost 

Factors Values Unit 
η 0.1 
η O 

Rc 2000 (￥m) 

V 122 (m3/ha) 

Ps:KTY600 30，900，000 (部
TY-U3 14，800，000 

Fc KTY600 1547 (￥hr) 
TY-U3 1416 

k 
Wn 350 (persons/ha) 

Ws 2 (kmIhr) 
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Fig. 7.17 Estimation of production cost in relation 
with skidding distance of the movable cable span system 

skidding distance (depth of the area) in Fig. 7.17. If the 

skidding distance is short， skidding cost is low， but density 

of required strip road is high. In case the cable crane was set 

at 50， 70 and 100 m long， the minimum production cost at 

4805， 4842 and 5078・1m3were respectively obtained.羽le

graph indicates that the opt泊lUmskidding distance at 50 m 

produced minimum production cost at 4805 ・ 1m3•

In case of using a fixed cable span system， the tower 

yarder was set at landing at a forest road side and a longer 

cable span was constructed toward and over the diagonal 

direction of the logging訂ea.S泊ceby this method strip road 

was not necessary， so road construction cost was not 

included， but the setting up cost of a cable crane was 

counted instead. Using equations 15b and 16-22 with 

some factor values in Table 7.1， production cost versus 

skidding distance was then obtained and also plotted as the 

graph in Fig 7.16. If the fixed cable span system was 

established in the same rectangular 1 ha area as the movable 

cable span system (depth 50， 70， 100 m) on the direction of 

diagonalline of 206， 159， 141 m the production costs were 

8689， 7798 and 7600， respectively. It is clear， that the 

minimum production cost is . 7600 at optimal skidding 

distance 141 m (area depth 100m) Then it could be 

concluded that in case of the 1" model of a 1 ha area， the 

movable cable span system (TY -U3) produce a lower 

production cost than the fixed cable span system using the 

KTY600. 

Model #2 

In case of the logging area located far from a forest road， 

production cost would increas巴 accordingto the length of 

distance from forest road to the logging area. Using the 

movable cable span system， extra strip road from the forest 

road to th巴loggingarea has to be constructed for moving the 

machine to the logging area. Using the fixed cable span 

syst巴m，a strip road was also unnecessary， since tower 

setting point was located at a forest road side and the 

longer cable span was constructed toward the logging area. 

The production costs which included strip road cost using 

the movable cable span system and the production cost 

which included cable setting cost using the fixed cable span 

system were calculated according to equations 15-21 and 

compared in the graph of Fig. 7.16. lt was obvious that 

skidding using the movable cable span system is cheaper 

than the fixed cable span system when the distance is less 

than 100 meters. When the distance from forest road to 

logging area was longer than 100 m， the fixed cable span 

system using KTY 600 was cheaper.τ'he intersection point 

was the equivalent production point of both method. 
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computation for choosing the tower yarder in various sizes Chapter 8 

from small to large for the suitable one in according to Optimal size of mobile tower yarders 

different slope gradients. 

τ11巴reare several types and various sizes of mobile tower 8.1 Introduction 

yarders occupied in J apan.羽lenumber of models operated One more study， Chapter 8， was carried out in order to 

around the coun町 ishigher than 24 models recently (Forest fulful tl1e completeness of the thesis.τ11e results from the 

Machine Association， 1999). To make a decision for previous chapters were grained 合omtwo machine sizes 

choosing the suitable model for the terrain requires their 

specification and operational efficiency data and the 

(small and large)， since all siz巴sof the machine could not be 

studied in the thesis.τ11is study performed the theoretical 
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experience of loggers. 

Mobile tower yarders consist of many devises and parts 

depending on the designing purposes of manufacturers. 

Some devises might benefit to some works but degrad巴

other aspects. The increase of machine power for the 

purpose of longer cable span and great巴rpulling force could 

increase more productivity， but the machine cost， fuel 

consumption cost， road construction cost for the wider and 

heavier machine will also increase. This study analyzed all 

performance ability and specification of the tower yarders to 

investigate for the optimal size (power) causing minimal 

production cost of tower yarder which will be suitable for 

th巴terrain.

8.2 Materials and methods 

At the Forest Engineering laboratory of Utsunomiya 

University， database of forest machine has been cr巴atedand 

gradually collected all forest machine data occupied in 

Japan (Uchiage 1999). This study queri巴dall tower yarder 

data from this database to estimate production costs by 

varying machine size which was distinguished by power 

(hp) of tower yarders. This was done by establishing 

relationship equations between all parameters (both inside 

and outside) that effecte operational efficiency with Ps as 

th巴 examplein Fig. 8.1. Then based on the Matthews 

synthetic formulae， the computation for the optimal machine 

size was carried out as follows: 

8.2.1 The Mathew' s synthetic formulae The 

fundamental equation for determining the optimum tower 

yarder size. 

Kt=Kr+KsチKw (1) 

where Kt: production cost 

Ks : skidding cost 

K w : walking cost 

8.2.2 Road construction cost (￥1m3
) The basic 

equation for road construction cost computation is: 

Kr = DXRc/V 

where D: road density in 1 ha. 

(￥1m3) (2) 

(m/ha) 

Rc : road construction cost per 1 m 仔1m)

V: Total volume per ha (m3
) 

From th巴 roadand skidding model in Fig. 8.2， road density 

could be obtained by: 

D 口 5000(1-干)(1幅干ヲILm (m/ha) (3) 

where Lm: maximum cable span length (m) 

マ':the ratio of increment of the distance to the 

straight line distance of the road 

ヮ':the ratio of increment of the distance to the 

cable span length 

According to the study of Imai (1998)， road construction 

cost per 1 m related to the cross cut area， A as expressed in 

equation (4): 

Rc = 5713A+2713 (￥1m) (4) 

where A: cross cut area which could be computed from 

the model in Fig. 8.3: 

A = Wtana/2 

Where W: road width 

(m2) (5) 

(m) 

。 terrainside slope ( ) 

Replace A in equation (4) then: 

Rc= 2857.5W2tan a +2713 (6) 

From the tower yarder database， the r巴lationshipbetween 

Lm and Ps， between W and Ps and between V and Ps could 

be formed relationship equations as: 

Lm = 0.9619Ps+273.94 

W 口 0.00392Ps+1.4062

V = 1000 * O.OOllPs + 0.3978 

(assume number of stands = 1000/ha.) 

Replace Lm in equation 3 and W in equation 6 then inserted 

D(巴quation3) and Rc (equation 6) in equation 2， the finaI 

equation of Kr would be: 

Kr= 5000(1ーマ)(1ーす)X (2857.5 X (3.9125Ps+ 1406.2)2 tan a +2713) 
(0.9619Ps+273.94) X (l.lPs + 397.8) (7) 

8.2.3 Skidding cost (￥1m3) Skidding cost of mobile 

tower yarder consisted of the cost of machine itself， fuel and 

operator cost: 

一
b

b
 

(￥/訂13) (8) 

where Mc : machine owned cost ￥Ihr) 
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Fc : Fuel cost ぞ￥Ihr)

仔Ihr)日IC:Labor cost 

Ev: Productivity (m3/hr) 

8.3.4 Walking cost Walking cost could be comput巴dfrom: 

Kw=芯=LL刀，

WsXEs 
Qilm3

) (14) 

where 7J ": the ratio of increment of the distance to 

According to the depr巴ciation，interest rate and real working walking distance 

time of the machine， machine owning cost per hour could be W s : walking speed of worker (km/hr) 

found from: 

Mc=(0.85+0.25)(0.5 X 0.9)sf ￥/hr) (9) 
6X180X6 

where Bc: machine buying cost 

6: machine life time; 180: 

working days pe1' year; 6: working hr per day 

Ther，巴lationshipbetween Bc and Ps 台omth巴databas巴was:

Bc = 54.887Ps十10606 (X 1000￥) 

From the study， it was found that fuel consumption per 

ho1's巴powerin 1 hr is 250g， thus Fc (￥/hr) then could be 

obtained from: 

Fc= 250!!Ps X 75 1'/L ￥/hr) 
0.83 g/cc X 1000∞le 

Fc= 22.59Ps )
 

ハ
U

可

E
4(
 

(￥/hr) 

Since number of labors (Wn) was related to Ps as this 

equatlOn: 

%勺=0.0108 Ps十1.8346 (men) 

And labor cost was 2000￥Iman寸11'.Thus the totallabor cost 

Qi/hr) could be computed from: 

Wc= 21.6Ps+3669.2 f￥/hr) 、
}
ノ

可

E
A--

J
t
‘、

The productivity， V was obtained as the relationship with Ps 

as follow: 

Ev= 54.887Ps+10606 (m3/hr) (12) 

Replaced Mc， Fc， Wc如 dEv 合omequations 9， 10， 11 and 

12， respectively， in equation (8) then skidding cost could be 

summarized as: 

Ks=44.1 94Ps+3670.01 ￥1m3
) 

54.887Ps+I0606 
(13) 

Replace Lm， Wc and Es then Kw would b巴:

Kw=(0.9619Ps+273.94)(1 ~ト η 勺(l8.9Ps+32105.51.. (15) 
Ws X (54.887 Ps+ 10606) 

Thus the production cost could be then found from: 

Kt口 equation(7)+equation(13)+ equation(l5) 

8.3 Results and discussion 

For easy calculation of those numbe1's of eq凶 tions，this 

study used Excel Visual Basic to create a program to 

perform looping calculation (Appendix C). Some required 

factor values in some processes were summarized as shown 

in Table 1. The 1'esults were com巴 upas a graph of 

production cost in relation to Ps from small size (20 hp) to 

la1'ge size (300 hp) of tower yar・deras shown in Fig. 8.4. 

As the results， it was clarified that on the steep terrain (41欄

60')， the production cost is quite high， since road cost and 

walking cost on the terrain is relatively high. The optimum 

tower yarder size would bett巴rto be large， 200 to 300 hp， in 

order to provide the long cable span instead of building 

expensive forest road. 

On the average terrain slope (21-40')， the road construction 

cost， skidding cost and walking cost were compensated at 

the middle range of machine size. The power of about 125-

250 hp would be the optimal sIze. 

Finally， on the lower terrain (0-20') where the road 

construction is the cheapest， the small size tower yarder of 

75-150 hp was shown to be the suitable machine. Building 

longer road at lower road cost was still cheaper than using 

the longer span， but expensive machines 
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Some factor values for calculation of Table 8.1 

optimal tower yarder sizes 
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8.4 Summary 

This study analyzed the specification and performance 

abiliti巴sof tower yarders. It was found that some capability 

of machine causes both benefit but reduces some efficiency 

in other aspect. The suitable machine should be well 

determined for th巴 optimalone註1atall costs caused by all 

factors were compensated to be minimal. 

The results were proved that the large size mobile tower 

yarders are suitable to the difficult terrain where road 

construction cost is high. On the other hand， small size 

tower yarders with the suitable road density was benefit to 

the mild terrain where road construction cost is cheap. 

Chapter 9 

General conclusion 

ln th巴 thesis，the study from Chapter 2 to Chapter 6 are 

the fundamental data and ideas for determining the final 

results of the thesis， as provided in Chapter 7. 

According to the main objective of the thesis as 

mention巴din Chapter 1 that “日仇atis泊。 optimaJJength of 

cabJe span?" and “What is the corresponding optimaJ 

lateraJ distance 

from th巴studyin Chapt巴r7 as follows: 

“The small size tower yarder with the movabl巴 cablesystem 

produces the highest productivity when it is set at th巴50m 

long cable span and 20 m long maximum lateral skidding 

distance. The large size with the fixed cable span system 

results the opt加1alproductivity when the cable is set at the 

shortest length in the cutting area. 

Comparison of the production cost of the two systems 

were carried out to check which system is more economical. 

It was found that the small size tower yarder with the 

movable cable span system produces lower production cost 

than the large size with the fixed cable span system when 

the cutting area is located near by a forest road at the 

distance which is shorter than 100 m" 

The study of “OptimaJ size of mobile tower yarders" ， 

Chapter 8， is the possibility of a further study for choosing 

the optimal size of tower yarders which are suitable to 

cutting areas. The results are not obtained from the time 

study processes but from the theoretical computation. If 

the forest machine database of this study has b巴巴n

continuall y collect巴dmore data， the results of the calculation 

would be more pr巴cise. From the study， however， the 

reasonable result，“the small size tower yarder is suitable 

for the mild slope terrain and the large size is more 

economical to the difficult and high slope terrain" ，could 

be proved. 

1n conclusion， it has been proved that enlargement of 

mobile tower yarders could not result more benefit to 

logging op巴rationin all cases， but planning of the optimal 

system should， however， be more concemed. 

Moreover， the simulation program， created in Chapter 5， 

which can analyze fundamental specifications required in 

cable setting is not only useful for the出esis，but it may also 

be useful to the Thai logging system in the near future when 

a cable logging is occupied 

To be clear what have been obtained from the thesis， the 

conclusions of all chapters are provided as follows: 

1. The results from the study of“.AnaJysis of yarding work 

elements ofmobiJe tower yarders" clarified that among the 

yarding work elements， th巴fourelements: 1) empty carriage 

retuming， 2) haulline pulling out， 3) lateral skidding and 4) 

loaded carriage transport， took about 60 % of the total cycle 

time. And it was found that the time spent by the four work 

elements relates in accordance with the lateral distance and 

transport distance. Thus the four work elements were 

classifi巴das functional time work elements. 

Apart from the four work elements， it was found that time 

spent in other work elements were not so different in each 

cycle time specially when the works were operated by the 

same worker team. 1t could be said that the time spent by 

these other work elements relates to others parameters at a 

very low degree. Thus they were assumed as fixed time 

work elements. 

Understanding which is the functional tIll1e or fixed time 

work elem巴nt，is useful for calculation of productivity in the 

sIll1ulation of the later chapters. 

2. The study of "he abiJi.σof a carriage deveJoped for a 

mobile tower yarder: A comparison of the hauling force and 

walking time in a line pulling out process" indicates that 
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both tim巴 andtension force spent in the haulline pulling out 

process using the newly developed carriage in comparing 

with the traditional carriage， reduces in accordance with the 

slope of the terrain and the pulling distance.τ'his means 

th巴 highersteep of the te汀ainor the longer of th巴hauling

distance is the mor・ebenefit could be grained from the new 

carriage. From the case study of RME-200T， operated on 

the slope gradient 20
0 

with average lateral skidding 

distance 4 m， it was found that hauling time is reduced 

about 20%. This was proved that using of a self line 

pulling carriage is one way to increase productivity. If this 

kind of carriage has more improvement so as to be cheap巴r，

lighter and less complicat巴d，it will be greatly b巴nefitto the 

logging system using a mobile tower yarder. 

3.“An analysis of dynamic parameters in running 

skyline cable logging system operated by a Japanese mobile 

tower yarder" was carried out to investigate the loss of 

efficiency occurr巴dfrom the dynamic parameters in the 

cable system of tower yarder. It was found that the total 

tensions in the main and haul-back line are not only the sum 

of the tension caused by the weight of the load， the weight 

of wire rope， and the pull caused by the load resistance but 

also the addition pull for moving lines around th巴 system

caused by the rolling resistance in blocks sheaves， driving 

drums and storage drums. As the results， this loss of 

efficiency force was found to be 21.5% of the load 

resistance. The simple equation of the force was formed 

for using in the simulation of logging system in the later 

chapter as: 

Smain Sha1back十 St
0.785 

4.羽1estudy of“Construction of a performance ana加is

program for a Japanese mobile tower yarder: Case study of 

a Thai teak plantation" was conducted to search for the 

possibility of introduction of the machine to the 

mountainous forest plantation in Thailand. In the cas巴

study， it was found that using a mobile tower yarder results 

the productivity and production cost at 2.3 m3fhr and 590.46 

￥fhr respectively. In comparing the production cost of the 

tower yarder to the traditional Thai logging method of 

which productivity and production cost were 1.48 m3fhr and 

598￥/hr respectively， it is clear that this machine challenges 

to the Thai teak harvesting， especially if the logging impact 

to the logging area are considered. 

5. The result of the study of “ConstructIon of profitablε 

layout for logging uSIng mobile tower yarder" were 

obtained in two categories: 1) when the cutting area located 

at a forest road side and 2) when the cutting area located 

far from forest roads. 

In the first case， it was found that a small size tower yarder 

with the movable cable span system should be set up at the 

50 m long cable span with 20m long cable span interval， 

resulting in the minimal production cost at 4805 ￥/ロ13 • For 

the large siz巴 toweryarder with the fixed cable system on 

the same cutting area (lha)， the minimal production cost 

was found when the cable line was s巴tat 141m long， 

resulting in the production cost at 7600￥/ m3
• Thus it 

could be concluded that when the cutting丘reais located 

nearby road side， the small size tower yarder results in lower 

production cost than the large size. 

In the second case， where road construction influences the 

production cost， the small size tower yarder resulted in 

cheaper operation than the large one when the cutting area 

locates at the distance not farther than 100 m from the road 

size where production cost is about 7500 ￥1m3 • For the 

cutting area located at the distance over 100 m from the road 

side， th巴largesize tower yarder results in more benefit than 

the small on巴d註eto the s巴ttingup of longer cable span is 

cheaper than building the longer strip road in this area. 

6. The study of“Optimal size of mobile tower yarders" 

clarifies that on the difficult and high slope gradient (41-60j， 

using a large size tower yarder (200-300 hp) with the longer 

cable span length is the most suitable since the cost of 

setting a longer cable span and th巴costof machine itself are 

cheaper than building the road on the difficult terrain. On 

the milder slope terrain (21-40j， the optimum size of the 

machine was found to be the middle rage about 125-250 hp. 

And on the lowest slope terrain of ふ20.，using the small size 

tower yarder (75-150) is the cheapest since construction cost 

of longer road on this area is cheaper than using the 

expensive large machine with high cost of cable setting. 
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